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This dissertation focuses on efficient image segmentation and segment-based

object recognition in computer vision applications. Special attention is devoted to

analyzing shape, since it is particularly important for our two applications: plant

species identification from leaf photos, and object classification in remote sensing

images. Additionally, both problems are bound by efficiency, constraining the choice

of applicable methods: leaf recognition results are to be used within an interactive

system, while remote sensing image analysis must scale well over very large image

sets.

Leafsnap was the first mobile app to provide automatic recognition of tree

species, currently counting with over 1.7 million downloads. We present an overview

of the mobile app and corresponding back end recognition system, as well as a

preliminary analysis of user-submitted data. More than 1.7 million valid leaf photos

have been uploaded by users, 1.3 million of which are GPS-tagged. We then focus

on the problem of segmenting photos of leaves taken against plain light-colored



backgrounds. These types of photos are used in practice within Leafsnap for tree

species recognition. A good segmentation is essential in order to make use of the

distinctive shape of leaves for recognition. We present a comparative experimental

evaluation of several segmentation methods, including quantitative and qualitative

results. We then introduce a custom-tailored leaf segmentation method that shows

superior performance while maintaining computational efficiency.

The other contribution of this work is a set of attributes for analysis of image

segments. The set of attributes is designed for use in knowledge-based systems, so

they are selected to be intuitive and easily describable. The attributes can also be

computed efficiently, to allow applicability across different problems. We experi-

ment with several descriptive measures from the literature and encounter certain

limitations, leading us to introduce new attribute formulations and more efficient

computational methods. Finally, we experiment with the attribute set on our two

applications: plant species identification from leaf photos and object recognition in

remote sensing images.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This dissertation focuses on efficient image segmentation and segment-based

object recognition in computer vision applications. The first application studied

is tree species recognition from leaf photos. Leafsnap was the first mobile app to

provide automatic recognition of tree species, and today counts with over 1.7 million

downloads. Since its launch in 2011, Leafsnap users have submitted more than

1.7 million valid leaf photos, 1.3 million of which are GPS-tagged. A preliminary

analysis of this data, as well as a general overview of Leafsnap, is presented in

Chapter 2. Appropriate leaf segmentation is essential for recognition, since it allows

the distinctive shapes of leaves to be used. To allow for this, Leafsnap users are

asked to photograph leaves against plain, light-colored, backgrounds. The problem

of segmenting leaves from these types of photos is studied in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4,

we move on to present a set of attributes of image segments. These attributes are by

design intuitive and easily describable, so they may be used within knowledge-based

systems. At the same time, they are required to be computationally efficient, to

be applicable to a range of problems. The main focus of the attribute set has been

on describing 2D shape properties. We experiment with the attributes on object

classification from satellite images of urban areas, as well as identification of tree
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species from leaf images. The work is concluded in Chapter 5.

Throughout this dissertation, special attention is devoted to describing shape,

which is particularly important for both our applications. Additionally, both our

applications are bound by efficiency, constraining our choice of methods: results

of leaf recognition are to be used within an interactive application, while remote

sensing image analysis must scale well over very large image sets.

Leafsnap is a series of electronic field guide of trees, packaged in the form

of user friendly mobile applications [1]. Users can quickly view the names and

descriptions of tree species, and navigate high-quality photos of their leaves, flowers,

fruit, bark, etc. In order to simplify the process of species identification, it allows

users to automatically identify a tree from a photograph of one of its leaves. The

fact that mobile devices with cameras and Internet connections are so prevalent

has allowed Leafsnap to reach a great number of users. It has had more than

1.7 million downloads to date, being used by scientists, ecologists, foresters, urban

planners, amateur botanists, gardening clubs, landscape architects, citizen scientists,

educators, and children in classrooms. Given the large number of users, since its

launch in 2011, Leafsnap has collected a large amount of user-submitted images.

Over 1.7 million valid snaps have been taken, with 1.3 million of these presenting

GPS tags. This unique dataset shows potential for use in tracking tree species over

geographic location and time. Additionally, over 100 thousand of the GPS-tagged

images have user-provided species labels, whose accuracy is being evaluated in an

ongoing study. An overview of Leafsnap and a preliminary analysis of its collected

data is presented in Chapter 2.
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For species identification, Leafsnap requires that a single leaf be photographed

against a plain light-colored background. This constraint greatly simplifies segment-

ing the leaf, allowing its shape, which is known to be very distinctive, to be used

for recognition. At the same time, the requirement does not impose too much ef-

fort on the part of the user, representing a reasonable compromise. In Chapter 3

of the dissertation, we present work on segmentation of leaf photographs in these

semi-controlled conditions. Whereas segmentation as a general problem is usually

very difficult and poorly posed, the constrained leaf images allow us to study a well-

defined problem, whose ground truth is practically unambiguous. Segmenting a leaf

from a solid background may seem like a simple problem at first sight, but in fact it

presents a series of practical challenges, including the presence of cast and attached

shadows, shiny leaves with specularities, and natural variations in leaf shape and

color. Additionally, segmentation must be performed in time compatible with an

interactive system, while maintaining sufficient image resolution to preserve details

such as serrations and thin leaf tips. These challenges are exemplified and discussed

in more detail later in Chapter 3.

A comparative experimental evaluation of several popular segmentation meth-

ods is presented on the leaf segmentation task, including quantitative and qualitative

results. For the evaluation, three large real-world datasets of leaf images are used,

with manually segmented images serving as ground truth. We observe that the

traditional methods tested are not immediately applicable to the problem: they

are either too slow or would require that important modifications be introduced in

order to obtain competitive results. Many of these methods are dedicated to gen-
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eral purpose segmentation and have their own inherent biases, making it difficult

to apply them to the leaf segmentation problem. Given this difficulty, we introduce

a custom-tailored leaf segmentation method that shows superior performance while

being computationally efficient. The method is based on pixel clustering in an ap-

propriate color space, followed by a graph cut step guided by image edges. We also

make use of a training set of manual segmentations in order to adjust important

method parameters.

In Chapter 4, we propose a set of attributes for analysis of image segments.

These attributes focus mostly on shape, though there are also attributes describing

photometric image properties, such as average intensity, or contrast strength along

segment boundaries. The attribute set is designed for use in knowledge-based sys-

tems, such that they must be intuitive and easily describable. They are also required

to be computationally efficient, so that they may be applied to a wider range of tasks.

Several attributes from the literature were explored. We encountered limitations of

some of these attributes, leading us to introduce new formulations, as well as more

efficient computational methods. Illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate

the usefulness of the proposed attribute set as well as the most significant changes

introduced. We experiment with remote sensing images from urban areas to show

how the attributes discriminate between different classes of structures, as well as on

leaf images, in order to help discriminate between different tree species.
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Chapter 2: The Leafsnap System and Analysis of Its User-Collected

Data

2.1 Overview

Leafsnap was the first mobile application for identification of plant species us-

ing automatic visual recognition. It has received much public interest, with over 1.7

million downloads [1]. Besides the visual recognition engine, the mobile app serves as

an electronic field guide, containing high-quality photographs of species (including,

leaf, flower, fruit, bark, etc.) and textual descriptions of their characteristics. An

overview of Leafsnap is presented below in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 a brief analysis

of its user-collected data is presented. A large dataset of user-collected leaf images

(over 1.7 million) is examined, many of which have GPS tags and user-provided

species labels. A collaboration with botanists from the Smithsonian Institution is

underway to assess the potential of this data in tracking tree species over geographic

location and time. Later in Chapter 3 a study on segmentation of leaves in semi-

controlled conditions is presented. The study focuses on the type of leaf images

that are collected by Leafsnap users, where single leaves are photographed against

plain light-colored backgrounds. Leafsnap’s recognition engine works by analyzing
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the distinctive shape of leaves, relying on the quality of the segmentations obtained

to do so.

2.2 The Leafsnap System

Leafsnap is a visual recognition system for automatic plant species identifica-

tion [1]. It is distributed in the form of mobile apps that help users identify trees

from photographs of their leaves. Leafsnap has been launched in the US and UK,

with each version containing tree species data from their respective countries. The

US version of Leafsnap has coverage for all of the 184 tree species of the Northeast-

ern United States, while Leafsnap UK covers 156 species from across the entire UK.

Leafsnap US was launched in April 2011 and as of March 2015 counted with 1.73

million installs on iPhones and iPads. Leafsnap UK was launched in May 2014 and

as of March 2015 counted with 28 thousand installs of its iPhone app.

Leafsnap is now being used by scientists, ecologists, foresters, urban planners,

amateur botanists, gardening clubs, landscape architects, citizen scientists, educa-

tors, and school children in classrooms. It was developed to greatly speed up the

manual process of plant species identification, collection, and monitoring. Without

visual recognition tools such as Leafsnap, a dichotomous key (decision tree) must

be manually navigated to search the many branches and seemingly endless nodes of

the taxonomic tree. Identifying a single species using this process – by answering

dozens of often-ambiguous questions, such as, “are the leaves flat and thin?” – may

take several minutes or even hours. This is difficult for experts, and exceedingly so
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(or even impossible) for amateurs.

Automatic species identification has been an area of recent but growing interest

in computer vision. Branson et al. [2] describe a system that combines human input

with computer vision results to assist in the identification of birds. In the plant

world, Nilsback and Zisserman [3] describe a system that can automatically identify

plant species using images of flowers. While this system shows impressive results, its

concerns are largely complementary to ours. Identification of species (or varietals)

from flowers is of great interest to gardeners and flower enthusiasts. However, flowers

are of limited value in systems used in biodiversity studies or for identifying local

trees, since flowers are not present throughout most of the year. A summary of

recent work on algorithms for plant identification and their respective evaluations

are described in the ImageCLEF plant images classification task [4].

The development of Leafsnap stemmed from the initial works of Agarwal et

al. [5] and Belhumeur et al. [6], which describe a much earlier version of the system.

(Other related works on plant identification can be found in these two references.)

More generally, recognition of tree species via leaves is an example of fine-grained

visual categorization: the discrimination of instances into classes that are more

specific than basic level categorization (e.g., leaves or animals) yet not as specific as

the identification of individuals (e.g., face recognition).

To allow the general public to use the results of this research, we have imple-

mented a complete end-to-end recognition system and packaged it as an electronic

field guide called Leafsnap. The recognition engine consists of a back end server that

accepts input images from various front-end clients. Currently, we have front-end
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apps for the iPhone and iPad devices, with work on Android devices in progress.

The Leafsnap app contains high-quality photographs 1 and botanist-curated descrip-

tions of tree species from the Northeastern US and UK. This already represents a

significant step up from a traditional field guide: as a software application, oper-

ations such as browsing, sorting, and textual searching are trivial. Our automatic

visual recognition system further improves on this by providing the user with the

most likely candidate species for a given query input image. The user makes the fi-

nal classification decision by visually comparing the actual plant to the high-quality

photographs in the app, which span all aspects of the species – the leaf, flower, fruit,

petiole, bark, etc.

Figure 2.1 shows screenshots from the iPhone app to illustrate the typical user

experience. In scanline order: (a) the home screen, with a randomly-chosen image

cycling every few seconds and access to educational games, (b) the browse screen,

with a sortable and searchable list of all the species contained in the system, (c) the

search functionality for finding particular species by scientific or common name,

(d) the detail view for a particular species, showing the different images available

for viewing, (e) the Snap It! screen, for performing automatic identification, (f) the

returned identification results, in sorted order, (g) to (i) the manual verification

stage as the user explores the images and textual descriptions of one of the results

to confirm it as the correct match, (j) labeling the correct match, (k) the addition

of that leaf to the user’s collection for future reference, and (l) a map view showing

1The high-quality photographs in Leafsnap US were taken by the non-profit group Finding
Species, while the ones in Leafsnap UK were taken by the Natural History Museum, London.
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where that leaf was collected.

Our automatic system requires that a single leaf specimen is photographed on

a solid light-colored background. The complete recognition process [1] consists of:

1. Classifying whether the image is of a valid leaf, to decide if it is worth pro-

cessing further, using a binary classifier applied to gist features [7].

2. Segmenting the image to obtain a binary image separating the leaf from the

background. Our segmentation approach is described later in Chapter 3. It

consists of a custom-tailored pixel clustering in the saturation-value space of

the HSV colorspace, followed by a graph cut step. Leafsnap requires fast and

effective leaf segmentation, as it relies on the shapes of leaves for recognition.

We have identified leaf segmentation as an important step to be improved in

order to obtain better results on the recognition task.

3. Extracting curvature features from the binarized image for compactly and

discriminatively representing the shape of the leaf. We robustly compute his-

tograms of curvature over multiple scales using integral measures of curvature.

4. Comparing the curvature features to those from a labeled database of leaf

images and returning the species with the closest matches. Due to the dis-

criminative power of the features and the size of our labeled dataset, we use a

simple nearest neighbor approach with histogram intersection as the distance

metric.

Users are then shown the top matches and make the final identification themselves,
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(a) Home (b) Browse (c) Search (d) Detail

(e) Snap It! (f) Results (g) Verification 1 (h) Verification 2

(i) Verification 3 (j) Label (k) Collection (l) Map

Figure 2.1: Tour of the iPhone version of Leafsnap. See text for details.
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by examining additional content present in the app, such as the high-quality images

of the species and textual descriptions of their characteristics.

All computation required for recognition is completed on average in 3 seconds,

not including the time required for image upload. The back end server is currently

a single Intel Xeon machine with 2 quad-core processors running at 2.33 Ghz each,

and 16 GB of RAM. Aside from high-resolution versions of some images, which are

served via Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3), all other operations are handled

by the server.

2.3 Data Analysis

We are collaborating with the Smithsonian Institution to analyze the data

collected by Leafsnap’s US users. Since its launch in 2011, Leafsnap US has had

over 1.7 million downloads and users have uploaded over 1.7 million valid leaf images.

Given this large amount of images, the objective of an ongoing study is to assess the

potential of this data for tracking tree species over geographic location and time.

This ongoing analysis uses Leafsnap’s data collected since it’s launch in May

2011 up to November of 2013. During this period, there have been about 1.76

valid snaps submitted by users. We consider a snap to be valid if it was considered

appropriately taken by the leaf/non-leaf classifier (see Section 2.2) and at the same

time not later deleted by the user. Many user-submitted images are in fact not

considered valid, according to the breakdown below.

• 32.4% of uploaded images are considered inadequate by our leaf/non-leaf clas-
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Figure 2.2: Accumulated valid snaps over time. Note that the rate at which valid
snaps were added was larger in 2013 than in 2012. Note also that during the US
winter, the number of new snaps decreases significantly, as would be expected.

sifier (see Section 2.2).

• 13.0% are eventually deleted by the user.

• 54.6% (1,763,945 snaps) are considered valid leaf images.

Figure 2.2 shows the number of accumulated valid snaps over the period. Note

that the rate at which valid snaps were added was larger in 2013 than 2012. This rate

could further increase with the launch of an Android app for Leafsnap. Currently,

Leafsnap US offers apps for the iPhone and iPad, with work on an Android version

underway. Note also that during the US winter, the number of new snaps decreases

significantly, as would be expected.

For this study, we are particularly interested in leaf photos with GPS tags,

so that the we may evaluate the potential for tracking the geographical span of

species. We are also interested in photos that have user-provided species labels.

A preliminary analysis shows that, for certain species, the user-provided labels are

accurate enough to provide useful geographic distributions. For others, reliable
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species labels could be obtained through other sources: either from the work of

botanists or from crowd-sourcing efforts using non-experts [8].

Of the 1.76 million valid snaps, 1.35 million have GPS tags, of which around

102 thousand have user-provided labels. Thus, about 7.6% of valid GPS-tagged

images having been labeled by users. The reasons for this level of engagement are

not clear at the moment, but one likely cause is the apps’ user interface. The

interface currently does not make the labeling functionality obvious to users, such

that only more careful users might take the time to understand how to label leaves.

Nonetheless, the current set of user-labeled GPS-tagged images is already large

enough to be useful, as specified below.

Leafsnap US contains 184 tree species. Of these, the current dataset has

• 149 species with at least 100 user-labeled GPS-tagged images each;

• 68 species with at least 500 user-labeled GPS-tagged images each;

• and 27 species with at least 1,000 user-labeled GPS-tagged images each.

The most commonly labeled species are shown in Figure 2.3. The large number

of images per species demonstrates the potential of the dataset for determining

geographic distributions.

Preliminary results indicate that there are dozens of species for which users

have an accuracy of 90% or higher2. In the case of native species, there is prior docu-

mentation available on their native geographic extent, which dates back to the work

2Reports on this analysis are currently in preparation, but have not yet been published.
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Figure 2.3: Counts of user-labeled GPS-tagged images per species in Leafsnap US
are shown for the top species, in descending order of number of images.

of Elbert Little and colleagues in the 1970’s [9,10]. Our dataset thus makes it possi-

ble to compare the geographic extent of species today with the native documented

range in order to determine species migration over time. For introduced (exotic)

species, the dataset provides a valuable reference of the species’ geographic distri-

butions in the US. A map showing snap densities for an exotic species is presented

in Figure 2.4.

Finally, the dataset can be extremely helpful for species discovery. Individual

leaf images with known geographic location can be quickly viewed by botanists. Hav-

ing this data readily available can preempt several field studies, allowing botanists

to only focus on more promising areas for specimen collection.
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Figure 2.4: Map displaying density of snaps for a species exotic to the US, the
Japanese Maple (Acer Palmatum). The map was generated from over 2,000 user-
labeled GPS-tagged snaps.
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Chapter 3: Efficient Segmentation of Leaves in Semi-Controlled Con-

ditions

3.1 Overview

This chapter presents a study on segmentation of leaf images restricted to

semi-controlled conditions, in which leaves are photographed against a solid light-

colored background. The Leafsnap [1] system uses this type of image in practice

for plant species identification, by analyzing the distinctive shapes of leaves. An

overview of Leafsnap was presented in presented in Chapter 2, which explains the

context in which our leaf segmentation method is used.

By restricting our attention to segmentation in a semi-controlled condition, we

focus on a well-defined problem, which at the same time presents several challenges.

The most important of these challenges are: the variety of leaf shapes, inevitable

presence of shadows and specularities, and the time constraints required by inter-

active species identification applications. The segmentation problem is introduced

and the difficulties exemplified in Section 3.2. Only very recently have larger efforts

been directed towards leaf segmentation for plant species identification. Section 3.3

overviews previous work, with special attention to the ImageCLEF plant identifica-
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tion task [4].

We evaluate several popular segmentation algorithms on the task and observe

that many of the methods are not immediately applicable: they are either too slow

or would require that important modifications be introduced. In Section 3.4, we

thus present a new segmentation method based on pixel clustering in color space

followed by a graph cut step guided by image edges. We also make use of a training

set of manual segmentations in order to adjust important segmentation parameters.

The proposed method is fast enough for an interactive application, while produc-

ing state-of-the-art results. For comparative evaluation between different methods,

three datasets of leaf images are used, with manually segmented images serving as

ground truth. Section 3.5 gives an overview of our datasets, the different methods

compared, and the evaluation protocol used. Results for all methods are presented

in Section 3.6, including both quantitative and qualitative analyzes. The conclusion

and directions for future work are presented in Section 3.7.

3.2 Leaf segmentation

Leafsnap, described previously in Chapter 2, uses the shape of a leaf in order

to identify its tree species. Leaf shapes are very distinctive for identification, while

other features such as the color of the leaf, its venation pattern, or images of the

flowers are not suitable for various reasons – they are either too highly variable across

different leaves of the same species, undetectable due to the poor imaging capabilities

of most mobile phone cameras, or only present at limited times of year. Reliable leaf
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segmentation is thus crucial in order to obtain shape descriptions that are sufficiently

accurate for recognition. The Leafsnap system requires that users photograph leaves

against a light, untextured background. Large datasets with this type of image were

collected, giving us the opportunity to study a useful semi-controlled segmentation

problem that at the same time allows for objective assessments of different methods.

In contrast, much research in image segmentation has been dedicated to the

problem of general segmentation in uncontrolled settings. For example, Arbelaez

et al. present a comparison of methods on images of several different types [11],

which constitute the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark [12]. Simi-

larly, Alpert et al. [13] collected a database with a variety of different image types.

Thus, much previous work has been dedicated to designing general-purpose methods

that have high agreement with users’ subjectively defined hand-drawn regions. The

leaf segmentation problem we address here is different in that the environment is

much more constrained. Furthermore, there is very little subjectivity involved in

defining the ground truth for these images. Finally, we are also concerned in pre-

cisely locating segmentation boundaries. Precise boundary detection is important

for plant identification since the leaf shape will be used as the main recognition cue.

Again, this is in contrast to previous work, as precise boundary detection is usually

not a prerequisite for general-purpose segmentation methods.

Though at first sight segmenting a leaf against a plain light-colored background

seems easy due to the somewhat controlled conditions, in fact it poses significant

challenges. The task requires that segmentations be produced in time that is suitable

for an interactive application, and whose boundaries are faithful to the true leaf
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boundaries, enough as to enable correct recognition.

Figure 3.1 presents examples of leaf images from the three datasets we experi-

ment with in this study, to illustrate the variety of leaves and acquisition conditions

that must be dealt with. In Figure 3.2, we demonstrate the difficulty of tradi-

tional methods on this problem. A series of undesirable results are shown, resulting

from the GrabCut method (see Section 3.5.3) when applied in difficult scenarios.

The GrabCut method was chosen here for illustration purposes since it is very well

known and was one of the best performing on our datasets (see results in Section 3.6).

Below we more generally identify a series of significant practical challenges.

• Speed is a major challenge for our application, since the segmentation method

should work as part of an interactive system. Coupled with this, high-resolution

images are required in order to capture fine-scale details, such as leaf serra-

tions.

• The datasets present a large variety of leaf shapes, due to the diversity among

the different species. In particular, compound leaves are especially difficult to

segment for traditional methods, due to their complex segmentation bound-

aries, some of which include several concavities and holes. Examples are pre-

sented in Figures 3.2c and 3.2d.

• Pine leaves were identified to present a special difficulty, since most of them

occupy only a small fraction of the image. Many methods fail on these because

they are biased towards producing larger segments. Figure 3.9 in Section 3.6

illustrates this situation well, by showing results of applying the GrabCut
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method to several photos of pines leaves.

• The leaf images present natural variations in lighting. One of the most difficult

problems on these datasets has been correctly segmenting out the shadows that

the leaves cast on the background. Refer to Figures 3.2a, 3.2b, and 3.2c.

• The color of a leaf can vary, producing difficulties as presented in Figure 3.2h.

In addition, some tree species have shiny leaves, occasionally producing spec-

ular highlights which can confuse segmentation methods, as in Figures 3.2e

and 3.2f.

• The venation patterns on leaves can be very light-colored, presenting a strong

contrast and creating a strong edge with the rest of the leaf, as in Figure 3.2g.

In this work, we experiment with several available implementations of popular

segmentation methods. In order to provide an objective evaluation, we manually

segment images from two leaf datasets. We also present qualitative observations

on these two datasets, as well as an additional third dataset, composed of images

uploaded by users of the mobile leaf identification system. We observe that the

segmentation methods do not immediately work well for leaf segmentation. First of

all, several methods were not developed with speed as a requirement and, for rea-

sonably sized images, cannot produce results in sufficient time. Other methods have

their own specific inherent biases, and would require the introduction of important

modifications in order to work well throughout the different leaf species. We thus

present a new segmentation method based on pixel clustering in color space followed
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(a) Leaf images from the Lab dataset.

(b) Leaf images from the Field dataset.

(c) Leaf images from the User dataset.

Figure 3.1: Images illustrating the three datasets used in this study. Refer to
Section 3.5.1 for descriptions of each dataset. For the Lab and Field datasets, leaf
species were randomly selected to have their images shown. For the User dataset,
images were randomly sampled without regards to species, since this dataset was
not labeled.
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(a) The dark shadow cast by
the leaf is incorrectly seg-
mented due to how similar its
color is to the leaf’s.

(b) As in the example in (a), a
cast shadow is incorrectly seg-
mented.

(c) Due to the shadows and
the bias of GrabCut towards
simpler boundaries, the seg-
mentation result does not re-
flect the compound nature of
the leaf, appearing instead as
if the leaf simply had multiple
lobes.

(d) The complex and long seg-
mentation boundaries of this
cluster were not correctly cap-
tured due to a segmentation
bias towards simpler bound-
aries.

(e) The specularities on this
leaf have a color that is simi-
lar to the background’s, show-
ing up as false negatives in the
segmentation result.

(f) The large specularity has a
color that resembles the back-
ground. In addition, the ve-
nation along the center of the
leaf forms strong image edges.
These effects combined lead to
the erroneous result.

(g) The venation patterns on this leaf are bright,
being reasonably similar in color to the back-
ground. They also form strong edges with the
remainder of the leaf.

(h) The color of leaves can vary to a large ex-
tent. Note that the green tips of the leaf are
segmented, while the yellow body of the leaf
is not. Figure 3.1 contains more examples of
leaves with varying colors.

Figure 3.2: Some of the undesirable results obtained when applying GrabCut to
a challenging set of images. See the text for a discussion, and Section 3.5.3 for a
review of the GrabCut method and the setup used.
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by a graph cut step guided by image edges. We also incorporate learning of several

parameters of the method, via a training a set of manually segmented images. The

new approach is fast, while producing improved segmentation results.

3.3 Related Work

Several plant species identification approaches were presented for the Image-

CLEF plant identification task [4]. The task’s datasets are composed of leaf images,

along with their respective metadata. Some of the identification approaches pro-

posed have a leaf segmentation step, while others do not. The scan and scan-like

datasets are photographed against a uniform background and usually segmented us-

ing some variant of Otsu’s thresholding method [14]. For literature reviews of plant

identification approaches using images of leaves, we refer the reader to [4, 6].

A more sophisticated leaf segmentation approach was presented by Cerutti et

al. [15], in which polygonal shape models were used to constrain an active contour.

Due to the variety of leaf shapes, modeling becomes a complex problem. The authors

presented a model for leaves with multiple numbers of lobes, while a separate model

was used for compound leaves. The approach seems to be especially beneficial when

dealing with unconstrained environments (see below). Though it should work well

on leaves with known shape, it could be prone to failure on leaves with shapes

that were not modeled. This lead the authors to only consider Angiosperm species

for segmentation in ImageCLEF [15]. A similar approach (though somewhat more

simple) was presented by Manh et al. [16], in which a single shape model was used
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with the goal of segmenting leaves of a particular species of weed.

In the present work, we do not adopt any kind of shape prior, due to the diffi-

culty of the modeling problem. Leaves can be simple, compound, or found grouped

into clusters. More direct strategies such as that of Cerutti et al. [15], Nilsback

and Zisserman [17] for flowers, or by Kumar et al. for other object classes [18], do

not appear to be sufficient for our problem. These kinds of shape priors involve a

somewhat limited amount of flexibility, which makes it difficult to model the variety

and complexity of leaf shapes.

Leaf segmentation is much more difficult on the photo ImageCLEF dataset, in

which photographs are taken in unconstrained conditions. In these photos, leaves

can be found in a variety of circumstances: picked (against unconstrained back-

ground, usually on the floor), attached to the branch, or even within more dense

foliage. Some authors have attempted to use completely automatic approaches, but

with limited success. Casanova et al. [19] experimented with k-means to cluster

the image pixels into leaf and background. Yanikoglu et al. [20] assume the central

region of the image contains the leaf, so that the largest cluster found from this

central region (when performing histogram clustering) defines the leaf’s color. With

this representative color in hand, an over-segmentation is found using watershed,

whose segments are assigned to leaf or background according to the distance of their

color to the reference leaf cluster color. Camargo Neto et al. [21] also approached

the unconstrained problem, in the context of image analysis for weed control. Their

approach begins by finding leaf pixel candidates based on a color index. The final

segmentation is found by creating fragmentations of the set of leaf pixels, which are
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then merged in a procedure that favors the formation of convex shapes.

Most works, however, applied traditional interactive segmentation techniques

in order to obtain reasonable results on ImageCLEF’s photo images. Casanova

et al. [19] used mean shift [22] to produce an over-segmentation of the image. A

user would then indicate some background and foreground segments, which were

used in a merging phase as to label the remaining segments. Cerutti et al. [15]

used an interactive version of their polygonal model method described previsouly,

in which a user initially marks a region inside the leaf, providing a color model

for leaf pixels. Yanikoglu et al. [20] use the marker based version of the watershed

transform, while Arora et al. [23] adopted the interactive GrabCut system [24].

Though user interaction is interesting in certain situations, it becomes impractical

for large datasets with thousands of images or more [4]. In this study we focused

only on fully automatic approaches.

A system capable of working with photos of leaves on uncontrolled backgrounds

would be very appealing from the perspective of a user. However, it is not clear to

what extent such a system should rely on the resulting segmentation. As noted by

Bakić et al. [25], shape boundary features of the segmentation become unreliable in

this scenario, leading several authors to work with interactive segmentation tech-

niques or avoid the problem altogether [4]. It is important to note that dealing with

uncontrolled conditions requires approaches that are different in nature to the ones

we study here, which are more appropriate in our semi-controlled scenario.

We should note that for the task of plant identification, leaf shape is an ex-

tremely important cue [5, 6]. In order to use the leaf’s shape for recognition, it
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is not sufficient to provide only a coarse description of where the leaf is, but it

is required that segmentation boundaries faithfully represent the true leaf shape.

Due to this challenge, leaf datasets have been collected in which leaves were pho-

tographed against a plain light-colored background [1, 4]. We approach the leaf

segmentation problem under this semi-controlled condition. The current problem

is thus substantially different from previous work on segmentation in uncontrolled

environments [3, 4, 26], in which a precise segmentation boundary is not as crucial.

In our experiments, we use images taken in semi-controlled conditions, either

in a laboratory setting, or taken with mobile devices against plain light-colored

backgrounds (see Section 3.5.1). Our datasets were collected from a real-world

functioning system for plant species identification via mobile devices [1]. Images

from our Lab and Field datasets are used in practice as labeled training data within

the system’s recognition engine, while the User images were taken by users of the

mobile system, presenting us with a series of real challenges. We would like to point

out that the leaf datasets from the ImageCLEF plant identification task [4] are also

relevant for the segmentation task, but we did not experiment with them. However,

the datasets we have used are comprehensive and allow us to arrive at relevant

conclusions, since they include a wide variety of species and acquisition conditions,

and were taken from a real-world functioning system. It is important to note that

images from our Lab dataset, which contain pressed leaves taken under controlled

conditions, are representative of those in ImageCLEF’s scan photos. At the same

time, our Field and User images, which were taken with mobile devices with leaves

placed against plain light-colored backgrounds, represent to a good extent those in
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the scan-like photos from ImageCLEF.

The segmentation method we present here begins with a custom-tailored color

space clustering procedure to define foreground and background distributions. A

graph cut [27] step follows, applied on the pixel probabilities provided by the clus-

tering method. The graph cut technique is widely used and well established in

image segmentation. Its attractiveness comes from its global optimization formula-

tion along with the fast methods available to find its solution. We estimate model

parameters via a learning phase, using manual segmentations. This removes the

need for manual parameter tuning, though it requires the availability of a dataset

of manually segmented images.

GrabCut was initially developed by Rother et al. for interactive image seg-

mentation [24]. However, given an appropriate initialization, the method is shown

to be very useful for image segmentation in general, side-stepping the need for user

interaction. The GrabCut approach has some similarity to the approach we adopt

here, in that we perform color space clustering, followed by a graph cut step. How-

ever, there are two important differences. First, GrabCut makes use of multiple

iterations, which alternate between model estimation in pixel color space and graph

cut in image space. Our approach is faster, defining the model in a single step, after

which graph cut is applied. Second, GrabCut uses a Gaussian mixture to model

each class, instead of single Gaussians as we do here, thus we have a more specific

model of what distributions are expected, which also also require less computation.

In Section 3.6, we present a comparative evaluation of GrabCut and our method,

demonstrating these differences.
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In this work we learn certain graph cut parameters by selecting a range of

parameter values and choosing the one that produces the lowest error on a training

set of manually segmented images. This training strategy is able to work in a rea-

sonable amount of time, since we end up only having two parameters to estimate. It

has been noted – among others by Kumar and Hebert [28] – that training of random

fields using pseudo-likelihood inference is known to produce unreliable parameter es-

timates. Using more precise inference techniques becomes very time-consuming, so

that more recent work takes an alternative, two-phase approach, similar to what we

adopt here. In this two-phase approach, first unary potential parameters are learned

in isolation. Then, the parameters describing binary or higher order interactions are

learned by cross-validation (or hold out validation). An illustrative example of this

type of approach was presented by Kohli et al. [29].

A problem somewhat related to leaf segmentation is that of flower segmenta-

tion for species recognition. Nilsback and Zisserman [3] developed a flower recogni-

tion approach which relied on segmentation prior to feature extraction. The flower

segmentation problem is particularly challenging because image backgrounds are

uncontrolled, while at the same time the appearance of different classes of flowers

varies to some extent. The problem was dealt with by learning foreground and

background color distributions, and by defining a flexible shape prior that captured

the structure of petals.

Chai et al. [30] later proposed a co-segmentation method for flower segmen-

tation, which did not require manual segmentations or modeling of a shape prior,

yet showed increased performance. In the current work, we make use of manually
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segmented leaf images, following a more traditional supervised line of work.

3.4 Proposed Segmentation Method

Our method consists of the following steps, illustrated in Figure 3.3 and de-

scribed in more detail in the next sections. First, the image pixels are clustered

into two groups in saturation-value colorspace, so that one group corresponds to

leaf pixels, and the other, to background pixels. The clusters are found using the

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to fit two normal distributions to the

pixel data. This provides us with a probability indicating how likely each pixel is to

belong to each cluster, according to the model from the normal distributions. The

probabilities define the energies used in the graph cut step that follows. The graph

cut formulation also allows us to incorporate edge information, encouraging the seg-

mentation boundaries towards strong image edges. Finally, false-positive regions are

removed from the segmentation via a post-processing procedure. An optional stem

removal step may be applied in order to obtain more standardized shapes during

recognition.

3.4.1 Expectation-Maximization in Saturation-Value space

The first step of our segmentation method uses a modified version of the

Expectation-Maximization (EM) clustering procedure in saturation-value color space.

A mixture model composed of two normal distributions is fit to the pixel data in

saturation-value space. If we denote a pixel’s saturation and value as x, the mixture
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Figure 3.3: Segmentation pipeline. The first step consists of EM clustering in
saturation-value space. This provides us with probabilities that are used for defining
energies in the graph cut formulation. After the graph cut step, a post-processing
procedure is applied in order to eliminate false positive regions.
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model is

Pr(x|Θ) =
1

2
Pr(x|µ0,Σ) +

1

2
Pr(x|µ1,Σ), (3.1)

where Pr(x|µ0,Σ) and Pr(x|µ1,Σ) are normal distributions. µ0 represents the

mean of the background distribution, while µ1 is the mean of the foreground (leaf)

distribution. A common shared covariance matrix Σ is used. The set of model

parameters is Θ = {µ0,µ1,Σ}. Note above that each normal distribution is assigned

an equal weight of 1/2.

The model is fit using the EM algorithm. From an initial estimate of the

model parameters Θ, EM proceeds to find a local maximum of the data’s likelihood

(see e.g. [31]). This can lead to undesirable solutions if the initial parameters are

not set carefully. The means for the normal distributions are thus initialized near

their expected values, so that they converge to the correct clusters when provided

with pixel data from a new image. The covariance matrix is simply initialized as a

multiple of the identity matrix.

Pixel weighting is introduced in order to correctly segment pine leaves in which

only a small fraction of the total image pixels are leaf. A region in saturation-value

space likely to contain leaf pixels is defined a priori. Given a new leaf image, the

pixels inside and outside the region are weighted so that the two sets of pixels end up

having the same weight. These pixel weights are then used during the EM procedure

in order to change the relative density/importance of pixels.

The region in saturation-value space that is more likely to contain leaf pixels

is learned from a training set of manually labeled leaf and background pixels. In a
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preliminary version of this method, presented in [1], these regions were delineated

manually, which, as we will show, leads to somewhat worse results. The manually

segmented images provide ground truth labels for each pixel, which can either be

leaf or background. For each of the leaf and background classes of pixels, this allows

us to estimate a probability density function in saturation-value space, using kernel

density estimation [31]. From the kernel density estimates, the regions more likely

to contain leaf versus background pixels are determined.

3.4.1.1 Speed Optimizations

We would like to note that it is possible to optimize our EM procedure to obtain

very fast speeds while handling reasonably large images. In the comparative analysis

presented in this chapter, we do not experiment with the speed optimized versions.

However, we do employ the speed optimized version on the Leafsnap server which

attends to recognition requests from users. Below we explain the optimizations used.

First, the fact that the covariance matrix is shared between the two normal

distributions brings a significant speed advantage. Assuming the model with normal

distributions and a shared covariance matrix from Equation 3.1, in the two-class

case, the posterior function defining cluster memberships takes on a linear logistic

form [32], which can be efficiently computed. Specifically, if we denote the label of

pixel x as y ∈ {0, 1}, such that 0 denotes background, and 1 denotes foreground,
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then we can write

Pr(y = 0|x) = 1/[1 + exp(β0 + βTx)], where (3.2)

β ≡ (µ1 − µ0)
TΣ−1, and (3.3)

β0 ≡ −
1

2
(µT1 Σ−1µ1 − µT0 Σ−1µ0). (3.4)

After computing Equation 3.2 for each pixel x, we can quickly obtain Pr(y = 1|x) =

1− Pr(y = 0|x).

A second optimization comes from the observation that it is possible to obtain

reliable estimates of the Gaussian parameters using only a fraction of the pixels in

the image. We thus use a downsampled version of the original image during EM.

Once the procedure has converged, the labels for each pixel can be quickly computed

over the entire original image using Equation 3.2.

Using these optimizations, this part of the segmentation method runs on av-

erage in 0.062 seconds on a 700× 525 image, when using 25% of pixels during EM.

3.4.2 Graph Cut

After running the EM procedure, we are able to compute an estimated prob-

ability that each pixel belongs to either leaf or background. We then include a

graph cut step that uses these probabilities to determine the image segmentation,

following the work of Boykov and Jolly [27]. For quickly finding the optimal graph

cut, we employ the optimized algorithm by Boykov and Kolmogorov [33], whose

implementation is provided by the authors.
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Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yN) denote the binary segmentation we wish to solve for,

with all yi ∈ {0, 1}, and N the total number of image pixels. The graph cut

minimizes the energy function (or cost function)

E(y) = λR(y) +B(y). (3.5)

R is the regional term defined by the unary potentials of the underlying Markov

Random Field (MRF) formulation and B denotes the boundary term, which penal-

izes discontinuities in the cut, and corresponds to binary or higher-order potentials

in the MRF formulation. First, for the regional term, we will use the posterior

probabilities provided by the EM procedure. Let Pr(yi = 0|xi) and Pr(yi = 1|xi)

denote respectively the probability that pixel i is background and leaf, given its

features xi. These probabilities are assigned according to the model estimated by

EM. Then the regional term is written

R(y) =
N∑
i=1

Ri(yi), with (3.6)

Ri(0) = − lnPr(yi = 0|xi), (3.7)

Ri(1) = − lnPr(yi = 1|xi). (3.8)
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Following [27], the boundary term is given by

B(y) =
∑
{i,j}∈N

B{i,j} · δ(yi, yj), where (3.9)

δ(yi, yj) =


1, if yi 6= yj

0, otherwise,

(3.10)

and N denotes the set of neighboring pairs of pixels in the image, which in our case

we take to be the pairs of 4-neighbors. From a grayscale version G of the image, we

adopt the commonly used boundary coefficients

B{i,j} ∝ exp

(
−(Gi −Gj)

2

2σ2

)
, (3.11)

where Gi and Gj are respectively the gray values for pixels i and j.

We work with a set of manually segmented training images, which allow us to

estimate the graph cut parameters λ and σ (defined respectively in Equations 3.5

and 3.11). This is done by selecting a grid of (λ, σ) pairs and choosing the one that

produces the highest average accuracy when applied to the images in the training

set.

3.4.3 Post-processing

After the graph cut step is applied to an image, we follow a straightforward

post-processing procedure to remove undesired false positive regions. The procedure

removes two type of false positives. The first type, which is very common to these
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images, consists of regions along the image boundaries which fall outside the light-

colored sheet of paper or background used to create a contrast against the leaf. The

second type consists of isolated regions present due to shadows, uneven backgrounds,

or extraneous objects.

Post-processing consists of first performing a morphological dilation, then com-

puting the connected components of the result. A connected component that has

a large intersection with the image border relative to its area is then excluded as a

false positive. Of the remaining connected components, the largest one is taken to

be the leaf.

3.4.4 Stem Removal

For the sake of comparison, we do not apply stem removal in the comparative

analysis of segmentation methods that follows in the current work. However, for

accurate leaf recognition, stem removal can be beneficial. Below we explain the stem

removal step, which we use when we are interested in performing leaf recognition

(again, though not when comparing different segmentation methods).

After the previously described post-processing procedure, the stem of the leaf

may or may not be present in the segmentation. The original leaf might not have

had a stem to begin with, or it might have been lost by the segmentation method,

which may occur when the stem has a lighter color than the leaf. Even when the

stem is correctly segmented, it may vary in length depending on how the user picked

the leaf. To standardize the final shape for recognition, it is desirable to remove the
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stems from the segmentations prior to feature extraction. Stem removal is done

through a series of morphological operations.

First, the set of all thin structures that protrude from the leaf is determined.

This is done by taking the top-hat transformation of the segmentation [34], using

as structuring element a disc with diameter larger than the width of any potential

stem. For a binary image B and structuring element s, the top-hat is defined as

That(B) = B −B ◦ s, (3.12)

where ◦ denotes the opening operation and is defined as an erosion followed by a

dilation.

Next, we determine which of these candidate structures is most likely to be

the stem. First, we note that removing the stem should not change the number of

connected components in the segmented leaf or in the background; thus, only such

candidates are considered as possible stems. Of the possible stem candidates, we

only consider those of appropriate size, and choose to remove the one that is most

elongated (i.e., with the highest ratio of its two principal moments).

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

The datasets used in our experiments are presented in Section 3.5.1 below.

In Section 3.5.2, we explain how methods that produce multiple segments (over-

segmentations) are evaluated and compared to those that produce binary segmen-

tations. All of the compared methods are listed along with their relevant settings
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in Section 3.5.3. The performance metrics used in the quantitative evaluation are

discussed in Section 3.5.4, which are computed against ground-truth manually seg-

mented images. To compute statistically significant differences between the perfor-

mances of methods, we use the sign test, as described in Section 3.5.5. Later on, we

present the experimental results in Section 3.6.

3.5.1 Datasets

We experiment on three datasets of leaf images, which are illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.1.

1. The first dataset, which we refer to as Lab, consists of leaves collected from

trees in the Northeastern US by field botanists. These images have important

particularities: their leaves were flattened by pressing prior to being pho-

tographed, and they were photographed under controlled lighting with a high-

quality camera. The complete dataset has 4,221 images. The original images

were manually cropped close to the leaves and then resized so that the size of

their maximum dimension (width or height) would be 512 pixels. Of the 4,221

images, 30 were randomly selected to be manually segmented.

2. The second dataset, which we call Field, consists of 1,042 images collected by

researchers in the field using different mobile devices. These present varying

acquisition poses, illumination conditions and amounts of blur, though an

effort was made by the researchers for the images to be reasonably uniform. Of

the 1,042 images, 786 present a size of 1600×1200 pixels, while the remaining
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256 have a size of 2048×1536 pixels. 56 of the images were randomly selected

to be manually segmented.

3. Finally, the third dataset is from images uploaded by users of the mobile

leaf identification system, which we will call User. 1,000 uploaded images

were randomly selected in the period from July to October 2011, from users

near New York City or Washington D.C. Only images that were appropriately

taken according to instructions provided to users were accepted, leaving only

497 images. These images present more challenges than the ones from the

Field dataset, since they contain an even greater variety of conditions. Users

could choose to upload images in three different sizes: 640×480 pixels (small),

960 × 720 pixels (medium) and 1024 × 768 pixels (large). Of the 497 images

analyzed, 317 were large, 147 were medium, and 33 were small. Since we did

not manually segment these images, this dataset is only used for qualitative

observations.

3.5.2 Evaluation of Over-Segmentations

Initially, we expected all methods we experimented with to be able to produce

two segments, such that one would correspond to leaf and the other to background.

In practice, however, we found that some methods, when set to produce just two

segments, do not produce meaningful results on our images. Since this was so com-

mon, instead of abandoning these methods altogether, we resorted to experimenting

with them by producing over-segmentations.
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The over-segmentations are evaluated in two different manners. In the first

evaluation, to obtain an upper bound on a method’s performance, we assign each

segment to leaf or background as to yield the highest agreement with the ground

truth as measured by pixel accuracy. This provides an optimistic evaluation, or

upper-bound, on the method’s performance. Secondly, for a more realistic evalu-

ation, we use a simple heuristic strategy to assign each of the segments to leaf or

background, as follows. First we compute the median pixel saturation of each seg-

ment. Then, we take the mid-point between the minimum and maximum of these

median values. Segments that have median saturation that are larger than the mid-

point are assigned leaf, while those with median saturation below the mid-point are

assigned background. The heuristic provides a lower bound for a method’s perfor-

mance, though in practice the heuristic works well when the number of segments is

small, resulting in performance that is very similar to that obtained from the best

possible assignment strategy.

For a fair overall comparison between methods, we would like to somehow

assess how well they are solving the original leaf segmentation problem. The most

relevant situation for us is thus when the number of segments produced by the over-

segmentations is small. Conversely, when the number of segments produced is large,

the segmentation method itself is not solving the original problem, but only part of

it, so we don’t find these results relevant for comparison purposes. As we will see

in Section 3.6, when methods that produce over-segmentations are set to produce

a small number of segments, the heuristic assignment strategy gives results that

are very similar to the results from the best assignment. Thus, when performing
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comparisons to methods that produce binary segmentations, we will always use the

results obtained from the heuristic strategy.

Though the upper bounds obtained by the best possible assignment strategy

can be very high when the number of segments produced is large, for small and in-

termediate numbers of segments, they provide us with relevant information. First,

when the number of segments is small, the best assignment strategy provides sim-

ilar performance to the heuristic assignment strategy. This lets us know that the

heuristic strategy is performing as well as possible. Second, if we believe that for

some particular intermediate numbers of segments, it is feasible to design a per-

fect assignment strategy, then for that number of segments, the best assignment’s

performance should be interpreted as realistic.

3.5.3 Methods and Settings

This section reviews the methods that were compared on our datasets. Any

relevant adjustments and settings of each particular method are also presented.

The methods to be tested were chosen due to their popularity and availability of

implementation. The reader familiar with the previous approaches we use may skip

to Sections 3.5.3.8, 3.5.3.9, and 3.5.3.10, where we list the new proposed approaches

that we experiment with.
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3.5.3.1 Otsu

As a baseline method, we convert the images to grayscale and apply a thresh-

old, resulting in an image segmentation. The threshold is found using the method of

Otsu [14]. We use the implementation that is provided in Matlab’s Image Processing

Toolbox.

In order to understand Otsu’s threshold selection method, let us consider that

the pixels in the image form an empirical probability distribution. The distribution

can be computed from the image’s gray level histogram by simply dividing all of

the histogram frequency counts by the total number of pixels in the image. Otsu’s

method considers classical criteria used in discriminant analysis [35] on the distri-

bution in order to define a good threshold. A threshold on the gray level divides the

image pixels into two classes. Intuitively, the criteria favor maximizing the resulting

between-class variance while at the same time minimizing the within-class variance.

Suppose we have fixed a threshold, as to divide the image pixels into two

classes. Let us denote the total density of the pixels in each class by ω0 and ω1 (so

that ω0 + ω1 = 1), their means by µ0 and µ1, and their variances by σ2
0 and σ2

1.

Additionally, denote the mean and variance of the complete data distribution by

µT and σ2
T . Then we can define the between-class variance as σ2

B = ω0(µ0 − µT )2 +

ω1(µ1−µT )2. The criterion function that Otsu’s method maximizes is η = σ2
B/σ

2
T . In

practice, the optimal threshold is found by simply computing the criterion function

η for each possible gray level and choosing the one that maximizes it.
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3.5.3.2 Graph-based image segmentation (GBIS)

Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher proposed an efficient graph-based image seg-

mentation method [36], and have provided their own implementation, which we

experiment with here.

The method begins by defining a graph where each pixel is a vertex and edges

connect nearby pixels together. Each edge is assigned a weight that indicates the

dissimilarity between its pixels. The graph implicitly defines an initial segmenta-

tion, such that each image pixel forms its own segment. The segmentation algorithm

proceeds to analyze the edges in order of increasing weight, so that the most similar

pixel pairs are analyzed first. For each edge being analyzed, if its pixels currently

belong to different segments, we consider whether or not we should merge these

segments. Segments are merged whenever the edge weight measuring pixel dissimi-

larity is small relative to the minimum internal difference (defined below) between

the segments. Intuitively, we merge segments when the pair of pixels analyzed does

not indicate that there is an image edge between them, by presenting low dissim-

ilarity relative to their minimum internal differences, which measure the natural

within-segment variations.

Here, we review the criterion used by the method for deciding when to merge

segments. Denote V the set of graph nodes, which is initially the set of all image

pixels. Denote the set of m edges linking pixels together as E, and the weight of an

edge e ∈ E by w(e). The internal difference of a segment C ⊆ V is defined as the
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largest weight in the minimum spanning tree MST (C,E) of the segment:

Int(C) = max
e∈MST (C,E)

w(e).

Given a pair of segments (C1, C2) being considered, their minimum internal differ-

ence is defined as

MInt(C1, C2) = min (Int(C1) + τ(C1), Int(C2) + τ(C2)) ,

where the threshold function τ is defined as τ(C) = k/|C|, with |C| denoting the

number of pixels in segment C. The original internal difference Int(C) can occa-

sionally (by chance) be very small, especially when dealing with smaller segments.

Without the τ(C) term within MInt, this would impede certain small segments

from ever merging. The τ(C) term corrects for this effect.

The most relevant parameter of the method is k above which defines the thresh-

old function τ , roughly controlling the minimum size of a segment. We experimented

with the range k ∈ {1, 10, 100, 1000, 4000}.

In the implementation we use, there are edges between 4-neighboring pixels

and their dissimilarity is defined as the L2 (Euclidean) distance between their feature

vectors. A feature vector for a pixel is defined as (x, y, r, g, b), where (x, y) is the

location of the pixel in the image, and (r, g, b) is the color of the pixel.

Throughout, we set the remaining relevant settings as follows. These settings

have shown to work well on our different sets of leaf images. The GBIS method
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applies a Gaussian filter to smooth the image slightly, in order to compensate for

digitization artifacts without significantly affecting the content. We set the standard

deviation of the Gaussian used to smooth the image to σ = 0.5 pixels. The final

step of the method is to apply a post-processing, where very small segments are

merged to their most similar neighboring segments. We have set the minimum size

a segment is allowed to have (so that it is not merged to a neighbor) to 0.5% of the

image size.

3.5.3.3 Mean shift

Comaniciu and Meer proposed the use of mean shift [22] as a general clustering

procedure, having applied it to image segmentation. We used the speed optimized

implementation of mean shift provided in the EDISON system [37]. Clustering is

performed jointly in spatial coordinates and in the L*u*v* colorspace.

For each pixel in an image, the mean shift procedure finds a local maximum of

a density function defined from the image data. Each pixel is then associated to its

respective maximum. The density function is defined as a kernel density estimate,

computed from the image data, and thus requires a kernel bandwidth to be defined.

When mean shift is used for image segmentation, two bandwidths are used: hs,

which is defined in geometric image space, and hr, defined in the feature space,

which in this case is the L*u*v* colorspace. The main advantage of the mean shift

procedure is that the local maximum of the density function associated with each

pixel can be found relatively quickly.
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More specifically, a given image pixel x can be described by its spatial coor-

dinates xs and L*u*v* features xr, such that x = (xs,xr). An image with N pixels

x1, . . . ,xN defines the density function of interest

f̂(x) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

K(x− xi),

where K is the kernel function. The kernel function we adopt is

Khs,hr(x) =
C

h2sh
3
r

k

(∥∥∥∥xs

hs

∥∥∥∥2
)
k

(∥∥∥∥xr

hr

∥∥∥∥2
)
,

where k is a function of a single variable called profile, which defines the shape of

the kernel, and C is a normalizing constant.

Using large image space bandwidths, hs, is beneficial, resulting in more cor-

rect and complete segmentations. In practice, however, the use of a large spatial

bandwidth is very time consuming, so that we have fixed this bandwidth at hs = 30

pixels. After having fixed this parameter, varying the feature space bandwidth hr

will determine the number of segments in the result. We have experimented with

the range hr ∈ {5, 10, 20}.

Figure 3.4 presents mean shift execution times as a function of the bandwidth

parameters hs and hr. The times shown are averages taken over the manually

labeled images from the Lab dataset, after having resized them so that their largest

dimension was 700 pixels. See Section 3.6 for specifications of the machine used.
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Figure 3.4: Average execution times of the mean shift algorithm on images from the
Lab dataset as a function of the bandwidth parameters hs and hr.

3.5.3.4 GrabCut

Rother et al. presented the GrabCut [24] system for the purpose of interactive

image segmentation. An open source implementation of the method is available

within the OpenCV library [38], which we use in this study.

Though our application is not interactive, we take advantage of GrabCut’s

sophisticated segmentation algorithm. The segmentation approach can be seen as

an extension to the graph cut algorithm, which was reviewed in Section 3.4.2. The

important difference is that GrabCut assumes that the color distributions of the

foreground and background classes are unknown. The distributions are modeled in

color space each by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The segmentation problem

then consists of jointly finding the best set of pixel labels (which define the segmen-

tation), along with the best set of GMM parameters, as to minimize a Gibbs energy

function. The energy defined is analogous to the cost from Equations 3.5 to 3.11,

with the main difference being the addition of the GMM terms.
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More specifically, the energy to be minimized is

E(y,k,θ, z) = U(y,k,θ, z) + V (y, z),

where U denotes the data term, and will be defined as the the log-likelihood of

the pixels’ GMM probabilities, and V denotes a smoothness term, based on neigh-

boring pixels, as described further below. y = (y1, y2, . . . , yN) denotes the binary

segmentation, with all yi ∈ {0, 1}, and N the total number of image pixels. Sim-

ilarly, z = (z1, z2, . . . , zN) with each zi containing the RGB values for pixel i, and

k = (k1, k2, . . . , kN) with each ki indicating the unique GMM component to which

pixel i is assigned. (GrabCut uses hard component assignments for speed purposes.)

Finally, θ contains the set of GMM parameters of both classes.

The smoothness term V (y, z) is analogous to the boundary term in Equa-

tion 3.11, but defined in color space:

V (y, z) = γ
∑
{i,j}∈N

δ(yi, yj) exp
(
−β‖zi − zj‖2

)
.

Each of the terms above is described in turn. γ is a model parameter indicating

the relative importance of the data and smoothness terms U and V . N denotes

the set of neighboring pairs of pixels in the image, which is taken to be the pairs of

4-neighbors. δ is defined as in Equation 3.10. zi and zj are respectively the RGB

values for pixels i and j. β is another method parameter, which is computed on a

per-image basis from an estimate of the image noise. On the other hand, γ above
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assumes a fixed value, which must be set manually. We set γ = 2 so that the method

works well across the different varieties of leaf images.

In order to minimize the energy function, an iterative scheme was devised [24].

Minimization simply consists of alternating between updating the GMM models

according to the running set of labels, and then using the updated models to compute

new class likelihoods for each pixel. The class likelihoods are then used to find a

new set of labels via the graph cut method, and the whole process is iterated until

convergence.

The method requires an initial estimate of the GMM parameters to be sup-

plied. This estimate is computed in practice by setting an initial image map, which

provides one of four possible labels for each pixel: “certainly foreground”, “proba-

bly foreground”, “certainly background”, and “probably background”. We carefully

initialize the image map in the following manner: pixels on the image border are

labeled as “certainly background”; pixels with high saturation and low value are la-

beled as “probably foreground”; and the remaining pixels are labeled as “probably

background”.

3.5.3.5 Multiscale Normalized Cut (MSNcut)

The normalized cut (Ncut) criterion for image segmentation was proposed by

Shi and Malik [39], along with a method to approximate its solution. The normalized

cut approach treats the segmentation problem as a node partitioning problem, where

image pixels are considered as nodes in a graph. Thus, the partition also defines a
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cut of the graph edges. The novelty of the normalized cut lies in allowing such a

graph-based approach to not only consider the dissimilarity between different groups

of pixels, but to also compensate for the within group similarities.

We experimented with the normalized cut implementation provided by its

authors. The method seems to work better as the graph connection radius increases,

which adds more edges to the graph being cut. However, increasing the connection

radius is prohibitively slow, rendering this method impractical for our application.

Thus, we did not include experiments with normalized cut, and instead worked with

the multiscale version, described below.

Cour et al. presented a multiscale algorithm to solve a constrained version of

the normalized cut problem (MSNcut) [40]. Their method allowed the use of graphs

with longer-range dependencies, in effect allowing for the use of larger images with

improved results. The method decomposes the weight matrix, which represents

all graph edge weights, as a sum over multiple scales. At smaller scales, more

pixels are considered for forming edges, but the connection radius is limited, while

at larger scales, pixels are sub-sampled more sparingly, allowing the connection

radius to increase. The problem formulation considers the graphs at different scales

simultaneously, with an added explicit constraint that the segmentation obtained

be consistent across scales. The problem of finding the optimal partition is then

approximated by a constrained optimization problem, whose solution can be found

in time linear in the number of pixels.

The authors provide an implementation on their website, which we use here.

The implementation allows graph edge weights to be defined by a combination of
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two terms: pixel color similarity, and an intervening contours [41] similarity. Using

the intervening contour produced worse results on our images, so we only use pixel

color similarities to define the edge weights.

Increasing the graph connection radii improved results and we have set them as

large as possible, up to the memory limitation of our machine. As an example of the

memory consumption of the algorithm, if we are working with an image of size 700×

525, we can choose to use four different scales to work with, as done in the original

authors’ implementation. Let us denote the set of connection radii associated to

each scale as R = {r1, r2, r3, r4}, where ri is measured in pixels. Under this setting,

if we set R1 = {6, 9, 12, 18}, the method consumes a peak of 2.1 GB, whereas for a

larger R2 = {10, 15, 20, 30}, the memory peak is of 4.9 GB. In practice,when dealing

with images of this size, we use the set of radii R2. We varied the number k of

segments output by the method within the range k ∈ {2, 10, 20, 30, 40}.

3.5.3.6 Segmentation by Weighted Aggregation (SWA)

Sharon et al. introduced segmentation by weighted aggregation (SWA) [42].

SWA is a multiscale graph-based approach that forms pixel aggregates, represented

as nodes in graphs. Edges initially link neighboring pixels, with weights that repre-

sent pixel similarity. The overall objective of the method is to segment an image into

multiple salient regions. A saliency criterion is defined for a given group of graph

nodes, which measures the weight of edges that leave the group of nodes relative

to the weight of edges within the group of nodes. This is in the same spirit of the
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normalized cut criterion (see Section 3.5.3.5), though the exact formulated criterion

is different.

The main part of the method proceeds in a bottom-up fashion. It begins by

assigning every pixel to a small aggregate, each aggregate containing a representative

node. These assignments are done based on pixel affinities, which are stored in the

graph edge weights. Aggregates are then recursively aggregated together, leading

to a series of graphs, each at a different level of coarseness. The result is a pyramid

of graphs, from which the segmentations will be later obtained. At any given level

of the pyramid, aggregation is done by selecting a set of representative nodes, such

that each of the non-representative nodes are strongly connected to at least one

representative. The relationship between the aggregates at successive levels is stored

in an interpolation matrix, computed from the edge weights. The main observation

here is that the saliency computed at a given level can be approximately represented

by the saliency at its corresponding successive coarser level. The aggregation process

is such that at any given level of the pyramid, aggregates are are allowed to have

pixels that overlap.

After building the pyramid of aggregates, a segmentation can finally be ob-

tained through a top-down procedure. First, from the pyramid, a set of the most

salient aggregates is selected. Note that in principle the selected salient aggregates

can be from different levels of the pyramid. Each aggregate in this set is repeatedly

projected down onto finer levels via the interpolation matrices that were computed

when building the pyramid as to compute weights that link the finer level aggregates

with their higher level representatives. At the finest level, each image pixel will be
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assigned to the aggregate with which it has the highest linking weight.

Compared to other methods, an important advantage of this type of approach

is that the larger aggregates allow for an appropriate extraction of texture features,

which would not be possible at finer levels [43]. At the same time, descending

to lower levels allows the fine details of the segments to be preserved. Also of

importance is that the multiscale strategy allows the method to be linear time in

the number of pixels.

The authors have provided an implementation of the method on their website.

It has has a series of adjustable parameters, though we have found reasonable results

by using the default parameter settings. The algorithm is capable of producing a

collection of segmentations, each with a different level of coarseness, corresponding

to a different level of the pyramid. We denote the pyramid level here by c, whose

range starts at 1 (which produces the coarsest segmentation, usually containing

only two segments). We experimented with c ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6, 8} and left the other

parameters at their default values.

3.5.3.7 Global Pb with Oriented Watershed Transform and Ultra-

metric Contour Map (gPb+OWT+UCM)

Arbelaez et al. [11] presented an approach for segmentation with a series of

steps. It starts out by computing a multiscale version of the probabilistic boundary

detector due to Martin et al. [44]. From this initial boundary map, a global boundary

map is computed using a spectral clustering formulation. This global boundary map
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is used to to produce a super-segmentation of the image via the Oriented Watershed

Transform. Finally, a hierarchical collection of segmentations, represented using the

Ultrametric Contour Map, is computed from the Oriented Watershed Transform.

We have experimented with the implementation provided by the authors of the

method. Due to its memory requirements and our required image resolution, we were

not able not perform comprehensive experiments with this method. See Section 3.6

for a discussion.

3.5.3.8 Expectation-Maximization (EM)

We experiment with our segmentation method proposed in Section 3.4, using

our non-optimized implementation in Matlab. However, this version of the method

has two important modifications that make it simpler. First, pixel weights for

EM are determined via a manually delineated region in saturation-value colorspace,

as in the preliminary version of our method [1]. Second, no graph cut step is

applied. For consistency between all methods, we never include the stem removal

step from Section 3.4.4. It should also be noted that we also do not include the speed

optimizations from Section 3.4.1.1, so that the times reported here are significantly

larger than those of an optimized version.
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3.5.3.9 Expectation-Maximization with trained pixel weighting (EM+-

TW)

This version of the method includes the trained pixel weighting used during

EM, as opposed to using a hand-drawn delineation for the weighting scheme (see

Section 3.4). Since this method requires a training set of manually segmented im-

ages, it is evaluated via two-fold cross-validation. Note, though, that here we still

do not apply the graph cut step.

3.5.3.10 Expectation-Maximization with trained pixel weighting and

graph cut (EM+TW+GC)

The method we propose here, based on Expectation-Maximization, and fol-

lowed by a graph cut step, is described in Section 3.4. As with the previous method

(EM+TW), it requires training data and is evaluated via two-fold cross-validation.

3.5.4 Performance Metrics

We evaluate the following performance measures for each of the different meth-

ods compared. For the quantitative analysis, we experimented on the images from

the Lab and Field datasets that have manual segmentations. This allows us to com-

pute measures of the following three important segmentation characteristics: how

well the pixels from a segmentation agree with the ones from its respective manual

segmentation; how well its boundary matches the boundary from the manual seg-
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mentation; and how similar the features computed from a given segmentation are

to the ones computed from the manual segmentation. We will describe the metrics

used to assess these characteristics further below. We also time the methods, since

we are concerned with using them in an interactive application.

For quantifying the degree of agreement between pixels from a method’s seg-

mentation and a manual segmentation, accuracy is a very intuitive measure. How-

ever, when only a fraction of the pixels belong to the leaf class, accuracy is very

insensitive. We also measure pixel precision, recall and F-measure (F1 score) in this

case, with the F-measure acting as a reasonable overall summary of performance [13].

The pixel agreement measures defined above are not sensitive to important

image features that have only a small number of pixels, such as leaf serrations, or

thin leaf tips. Thus, we also include measures of boundary agreement. Again, we

use precision, recall and the F-measure, but computed over the boundary pixels. For

deciding whether a point on the boundary is considered a true positive, false positive,

true negative or false negative, we find a correspondence between the points of the

boundaries produced by the method and the ground truth. The correspondence is

done using the assignment procedure described by Martin et al. in the appendix

of [44], whose code is provided along with the Berkeley Segmentation and Boundary

Detection Benchmark and Dataset [12].

Finally, to give us an idea of the effect of the different methods on sys-

tem performance, we use shape features computed from the segmentations. The

shape feature we use is the histograms of curvature over scale (HoCS) [1]. Af-

ter normalizing the histograms, the similarity between the features provided by a
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segmentation method a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) and those from the corresponding man-

ual segmentation b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) is defined by their histogram intersection as

s(a, b) =
∑n

i=1 min(ai, bi).

3.5.5 Testing for Statistically Significant Differences

We use hypothesis tests in order to compare a given pair of methods accord-

ing to a performance metric. In general, a reasonable idea about which method

performs better can be obtained by simply comparing the means or medians of the

methods on a given dataset. However, especially on smaller datasets, there is some

variance associated to these mean and median values. Hypothesis testing allows us

to attach a confidence to a comparison, by computing the probability of the observed

outcome under the (null) hypothesis that the two methods in fact have equivalent

performance.

In our quantitative experiments, we adopt the sign test. The discussion and

notation below follow Dixon and Mood [45]. Given a metric and a pair of methods

to be compared, we treat the value of the metric obtained by each method when

applied to leaf images as a random variable. It is difficult to make any strong

assumptions about the probability distributions of our metrics, due to their complex

nature. Thus, we resort to the sign test, which makes very few assumptions about its

underlying distributions. A downside of the sign test is that it has reduced statistical

power relative to others such as the paired t test (i.e., it is more conservative).

Suppose an observed leaf dataset has n images. For each image i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
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we compute a pair of metrics produced by the two segmentation methods, which we

denote (xi, yi). The sign test takes into consideration only the signs of the differences

xi − yi. The main assumptions of the test are the following. First, it assumes that

there is a fixed (and unknown) probability p = Pr(xi > yi), with 0 < p < 1. In

other words, p is the probability that, for any pair of observations (xi, yi), we will

have xi > yi. Second, it is assumed that the different observation pairs (xi, yi), i =

1, . . . , n are independent of each other. These weak assumptions contrast with, for

example, those of the paired t test, which requires that the differences between

paired observations be normally distributed.

Our null hypothesis is that p = 1/2, which is equivalent to assuming that

the median difference in the metrics resulting from the two methods is zero. Given

the nature of our metrics, it is safe to assume that Pr(xi = yi) = 0, so that

Pr(xi < yi) = 1− p. Thus, if we denote by w the number of pairs for which xi > yi,

then under the null hypothesis w will follow a binomial distribution of probability

1/2.

All tests we perform are two-tailed, since we cannot make any prior assump-

tions about which of the two methods being compared is better. To perform the test,

we count the number of pairs w for which xi > yi and n− w for which xi < yi. Let

r denote the smaller of the two counts, i.e. r = min{w, n− w}. Given an observed

value of r, the corresponding p-value is Pr(R ≤ r), where R denotes a random

variable from the same distribution that generated r. Computation of the p-value

Pr(R ≤ r) is done by adding up the values of the binomial distribution that corre-

spond to R ≤ r, which will span both of its tails [45]. We set the significance value
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to the commonly adopted α = 0.05. That is, if we obtain a p-value smaller than

0.05, we reject the null hypothesis and we call a given difference between methods

significant.

In our quantitative experiments, we study two different leaf populations in

turn: the first is that of images taken in laboratory settings (for which we experiment

with the Lab dataset), and the second is that of images taken by researchers in

the field (for which we use the Field dataset). These datasets are described in

Section 3.5.1.

3.6 Results

We first present a comparison of execution times. All experiments were per-

formed on a machine with 2 quad-core Intel Xeon CPUs, at 2.13 GHz clock speed

and 4 MB cache. The machine had 12 GB RAM. All manually labeled images from

the Lab dataset were used for measuring average times. Each image was resized so

that its maximum dimension (either height or width) was set to a predetermined

value, while preserving its aspect ratio. Figure 3.5a presents the average execution

time per image as a function of image size. In order to better visualize the times

for the faster methods, these are again plotted in greater detail in Figure 3.5b.

Observe in particular that, when the largest image dimension is set to 700 pixels,

GrabCut takes around 7 seconds per image. Though GrabCut is among the fastest

tested methods, this speed will not be satisfactory for many interactive applications.

For Mean shift, MSNcut, SWA, and gPB+OWT+UCM, the average computation
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times for images with their largest dimension set to 700 are above 50 seconds, which

restricts their applicability to our problem.

It is important to point out some particularities of the previous experiment

when the largest image dimension was set to 700 pixels. Note first that, at 700

pixels, the execution times are not available for gPB+OWT+UCM. This was due

to the memory requirements of the method, which were not met by the machine.

Note also that in general the time for MSNcut increases with image size. However,

for the case when the largest image size is 700 pixels, due to our limited memory,

we decreased the graph connection radii across scales. This had the side effect of

not increasing the method’s execution times, though the results with smaller radii

tend to be worse.

For the remaining experiments that follow, we resized all images so that their

maximum dimension was 700 pixels. This resolution preserves most of the leaf

image details, allowing us to capture thin stems and small-scale leaf serrations. We

have excluded the gPB+OWT+UCM method from the remaining analysis, since it

would require introducing some major modifications in order to run at the desired

resolution without running out of memory.

As a principal metric to summarize performance, we measure the boundary

agreement between the segmentation produced by a given method and the corre-

sponding ground-truth manual segmentation. This agreement can be quantified by

the F-measure, computed as described in Section 3.5.4. A more complete set of

results is presented in the supplementary material of [46], though usually all of the

measures follow the same trends. The boundary agreement F-measure has the ad-
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(a) Execution times for all methods.

(b) Detail showing execution times only for fast methods.

Figure 3.5: Average execution times per image on the Lab dataset as a function of
image size. (a) shows the times for all methods, while (b) shows a detail with only
the fastest methods.
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vantage of being sensitive to differences in the shapes of the segmentations, which

will finally be used for leaf identification. A brief discussion on the merits of the

different metrics was presented in Section 3.5.4.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the distribution of F-measures on the Lab and

Field datasets. These were computed on the 30 Lab images and 56 Field images

for which manual segmentations were available. In Figure 3.6, when a method’s

name is marked with an asterisk, it indicates that the method was used to pro-

duce over-segmentations of the images, which were then evaluated according to the

best possible assignment of the segments to leaf and background. The best possible

assignment was determined using the ground truth manual segmentations, and pro-

vides an upper-bound on the method’s performance (see Section 3.5.2). On the other

hand, the absence of an asterisk on a method that produces over-segmentations indi-

cates that the segments were assigned according to the heuristic strategy described

in Section 3.5.3. In order to obtain a fair comparison with methods that produce bi-

nary segmentations, in Figure 3.7, methods that produce over-segmentations always

had their segments assigned according to the heuristic strategy (denoted without

an asterisk). All methods were run with and without the post-processing proce-

dure described in Section 3.4.3. We report only the result that produced the best

mean boundary F-measure: in the figures, when a method is marked with a super-

script P , it indicates post-processing improved the result and is therefore reported,

whereas the absence of the P indicates post-processing did not improve the results,

so that the result without post-processing is reported. This gives us a more mean-

ingful comparison between methods. In any case, it is important to point out that
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(a) Boundary F-measures on Lab dataset. (b) Boundary F-measures on Field dataset.

Figure 3.6: Performance of methods which produce over-segmentations and require
a parameter to be chosen. (For a summary of the results of all methods, including
those without parameters to be chosen, refer to Figure 3.7.) Boundary agreement
F-measures are shown for images from the Lab and Field datasets. Higher values
indicate better performance. There were a total of 30 Lab images and 56 Field
images. Methods marked with an asterisk (whose over-segmentations were evaluated
according to the best possible assignment of segments to leaf and background) have
been shaded in gray. The boxes in the plots contain the second and third quartiles,
while the vertical red line indicates the median value.

the post-processing procedure can be very beneficial for certain methods, as shown

later in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.6 shows only the methods which produce over-segmentations, having

a parameter that is varied throughout a range. Table 3.1 shows the average num-

ber of segments produced by these methods for each of their parameter settings.

In Figure 3.6, note first that the methods marked with an asterisk improve with

the number of segments that they produce, up to the point of achieving very high
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(a) Boundary F-measures on Lab dataset. (b) Boundary F-measures on Field dataset.

Figure 3.7: Boundary agreement F-measures for images from the Lab and Field
datasets. Higher values indicate better performance. There were a total of 30 Lab
images and 56 Field images. The boxes in the plots contain the second and third
quartiles, while the vertical red line indicates the median value.

F-measures.1 For very fine segmentations, though, the methods are not really solv-

ing the original leaf segmentation problem, but only part of it. Thus, we are not

interested in comparing its results in this case to those of methods that directly

produce binary segmentations. On the other hand, when the number of segments

produced is small, note from Figure 3.6 that the performance of the heuristic assign-

ment is very close to the upper bound performance given by the best assignment.

This lets us know that in this case the heuristic is working as well as possible. This

is the most interesting case for us for comparison purposes: a fairer comparison to

methods that produce binary segmentations is obtained when the over-segmentation

methods are set to produce few segments as to try, as much as possible, to solve the

original segmentation problem. Finally, note that, for the methods evaluated with

heuristic assignments, the performance has a peak at a certain parameter setting, at

which point using either a finer or coarser segmentation will result in a performance

decrease.

1GBIS is an exception, since even at the smallest observation scale (k = 1), it still does not
produce a fine enough segmentation.
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Table 3.1: Mean number of segments produced by over-segmentation methods with
different parameter settings. The mean number of segments generated is indicated
along with its respective standard deviation. The methods were run on the subsets
of Lab and Field images for which manual segmentations were available.

Method
Mean number of
segments on Lab

Mean number of
segments on Field

GBIS, k = 1 35.9± 4.6 35.7± 5.6
GBIS, k = 10 35.7± 8.2 47.7± 4.7

GBIS, k = 100 14.3± 7.8 5.9± 3.7
GBIS, k = 1000 6.8± 4.5 4.3± 2.1
GBIS, k = 4000 4.0± 2.4 3.1± 1.2

Mean shift, hr = 5 67.4± 72.4 97.0± 51.0
Mean shift, hr = 10 17.5± 24.5 14.3± 8.3
Mean shift, hr = 20 10.8± 16.5 4.5± 3.1

MSNcut, k = 2 2.0± 0.0 2.0± 0.0
MSNcut, k = 10 10.0± 0.0 10.0± 0.0
MSNcut, k = 20 20.0± 0.0 20.0± 0.0
MSNcut, k = 30 30.0± 0.0 30.0± 0.0
MSNcut, k = 40 40.0± 0.0 40.0± 0.0

SWA, c = 1 2.1± 0.3 2.4± 0.6
SWA, c = 2 3.7± 1.0 5.0± 2.0
SWA, c = 4 14.9± 7.9 25.4± 14.7
SWA, c = 6 74.7± 46.3 157.9± 115.4
SWA, c = 8 455.4± 323.0 1189.3± 1001.3
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In Figure 3.7, all methods are present, with only the best performing param-

eter settings reported, chosen according the highest mean boundary F-measure. In

the figure, the methods that produce over-segmentations were evaluated using the

heuristic assignment strategy, as to allow for a fair comparison. Figure 3.7 shows that

EM+TW, and EM+TW+GC are consistently the highest scoring on both datasets.

They are followed closely by EM, GrabCut, MSNcut and SWA. As was previously

shown in Figure 3.5, MSNcut and SWA are significantly slower than other methods,

which puts them at a practical disadvantage. On the other hand, EM and EM+TW

are the fastest of the best performing methods, followed closely by EM+TW+GC,

then GrabCut. Otsu, GBIS, and Mean shift in general produce worse results.

We performed several sign tests to compare different pairs of methods, as de-

scribed in Section 3.5.4. The p-values for the tests comparing boundary F-measures

are shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively for the Lab and Field datasets. Again,

here the methods that produce over-segmentations were evaluated using the heuris-

tic assignment strategy. The performance differences follow the same trends on both

datasets, but note that statistical significance appears much more frequently on the

Field dataset. The corresponding tables for the other performance measures are

presented in the supplementary material of [46]

Figure 3.8 presents the results from Table 3.3 in the form of a graph. When

there is a statistically significant difference between a pair of methods, as measured

by boundary agreement F-measures on the Field dataset, there is an arrow going

from the better method to the worst. The absence of an arrow indicates that the

difference between methods was not significant. Methods are grouped together
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SWAP , c = 2

EM+TW+GCP ,
Mean shift, hr = 10

EMP ,
EM+TWP ,
GrabCutP

Otsu,
GBIS, k = 100,
MSNcut, k = 10

Figure 3.8: Graph showing statistically significant differences between boundary
agreement F-measures on the Field dataset. An arrow indicates that there was a
statistically significant difference between a pair of methods. Methods are grouped
together into the same node when they present the same set of differences between
other methods and no difference amongst themselves.

into the same node when they present the exact same set of differences between

other methods and no difference amongst themselves. Note in Figure 3.8 that SWA

was better than many of the other methods. Upon further investigation, it was

noted that, most of the time, SWA produces results that are only slightly superior.

However, there are some few images for which SWA produces large mistakes that

would interfere with recognition, whereas other methods do not. This is reflected in

the lower average performance of SWA, which is shown in Figure 3.7. The sign test

ignores the severity of these mistakes, as it avoids making any assumptions about

the distributions of the performance metrics.

We would also like to point out the following regarding the hypothesis tests. On

the Field dataset, among all four metrics (pixel accuracy, pixel F-measure, boundary

F-measure, and HoCS feature similarity), at significance α = 0.05, there is a fairly
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consistent separation of the methods into two groups. The first group contains

the better performing methods, and is composed of EM, EM+TW, EM+TW+GC,

GrabCut, Mean shift and SWA. Their performances are not consistently different

amongst themselves and are fairly consistently better than the methods in the second

group. The second group is composed of Otsu, GBIS, and MSNcut, which can also

be seen grouped into the bottom node of Figure 3.8.

Finally, we experimented on the larger datasets: all of the Lab images (ex-

cluding the ones that have manual segmentations, which were used for parameter

adjustment); all of the Field images (again excluding those with manual segmenta-

tions); and all of the User images, whose segmentation parameters were set using

images with manual segmentations from the Field dataset. Due to the large number

of images in these datasets, it was only practical to experiment with the fastest

methods, namely Otsu, GBIS, EM, EM+TW, EM+TW+GC, and GrabCut. The

other methods showed themselves to be too slow for our application (see Figure 3.5).

In order to make differences between methods evident on these large datasets,

we adopt the following procedure. Given a pair of methods that we would like to

compare, we order all the images in the dataset by how similar the segmentations

produced by both methods are. For example, given methods A and B, the image for

which the segmentations produced by A and B are most dissimilar should appear

first, while the image which produces the most similar segmentations should appear

last. Here, we measure similarity between segmentations using their overlap ratio

(see e.g. [47]), defined simply as the number of pixels in the intersection of the

segmentations, divided by the number of pixels in their union.
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The above procedure for comparing pairs of methods is motivated by the

following observations. It would be prohibitively time-consuming to provide manual

segmentations for very large sets of images, given that manually segmenting out the

complex shapes of leaves is a labor intensive process. At the same time, given a

pair of methods, by viewing the images for which the resulting segmentations are

most dissimilar, we are able to quickly understand some of their major differences.

Examples of this behavior will be shown in the figures that follow. In particular, in

the majority of cases, simply by looking at the most dissimilar results on a given

set of images, it is easy to see which method is performing better.

A major mode of failure for all methods is small pine leaves, which only occupy

a small fraction of the image. EM, EM+TW, and EM+TW+GC perform much

better on this type of image due to the pixel weighting procedure, though there

is still some room for improvement. Figure 3.9 compares EM+TW+GCP with

GrabCutP on the complete Lab dataset, making evident the difficulty of traditional

methods on small pine leaves. Next, we would like to note that on the Lab dataset,

trained pixel weighting brings an important improvement over weighting using a

manually delineated region in saturation-value space. Figure 3.10 illustrates this by

comparing EM and EM+TW on the Lab images. We would also like to note the effect

of adding a graph cut step to EM. Graph cut improves the results by requiring more

compact segmentations and by being able to position the segmentation boundaries

over image edges. This tends to fix errors such as those due to specularities, cast

shadows, or leaves with uneven colors. Figure 3.11 illustrates this by showing a

comparison between EM+TW and EM+TW+GC on the User dataset, where the
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Figure 3.9: Segmentation results on the Lab dataset illustrating the difficulty of
traditional methods with pine leaves. From top to bottom: original image, result of
GrabCutP (GrabCut, plus post-processing), and result of EM+TW+GCP (EM with
trained pixel weighting and graph cut, followed by post-processing). The images
are ordered by overlap ratio between the two segmentations, so that the left-most
image has the most dissimilar segmentations, with the similarity increasing as we
move right. In order to better illustrate the range of differences, every eighth image
is shown. Most images have been cropped closely to the leaves after segmentation,
for better visualization. The original image sizes range from about two to five times
larger in each dimension.

difference between the two methods is more pronounced. Finally, another common

issue is the presence of false positives in the outer regions of the images. These are

caused either by poor illumination or an unexpected absence of the light-colored

background. The post-processing step we add to the various methods is able to fix

this problem in most cases, as exemplified in Figure 3.12.

After visually assessing all of the results, we have the following qualitative

observations. As noted in Section 3.2, the following general difficulties were noted

on these datasets: images with small pine leaves; complex compound leaves; uneven

illuminations; cast shadows; specularities; natural variations in color; and venations.

Overall, even for EM+TW+GCP , which performs very well, there appears to be a

good amount of room for improvement due to these difficulties. The User images
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Figure 3.10: Segmentation results on the Lab dataset illustrating the effects of train-
ing for EM pixel weighting. From top to bottom: original image, result of EM (with
pixel weighting using a manually delineated region), and result of EM+TW (EM
with trained pixel weighting). The images are ordered by overlap ratio between the
two segmentations, so that the left-most image has the most dissimilar segmenta-
tions, with the similarity increasing as we move right. In order to better illustrate
the range of differences, every eighth image is shown. The first image and the third
to last image show zoomed-in details of the originals for better visualization.

Figure 3.11: Segmentation results on the User dataset illustrating the effects of
adding the graph cut step. From top to bottom: original image, result of EM+TW,
and result of EM+TW+GC. The images are ordered by the overlap ratio between
the two segmentations, so that the left-most image has the most dissimilar segmen-
tations, with the similarity increasing as we move right.
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Figure 3.12: Segmentation results on the User dataset illustrating the effects of post-
processing. From top to bottom: original image, result of EM, and result of EMP

(EM with post-processing). The images are ordered by the overlap ratio between the
two segmentations, so that the left-most has the most dissimilar segmentations, with
the similarity increasing as we move right. In order to better illustrate the range
of differences, every eighth image is shown. Note the post-processing procedure
was in error on the left-most image, though in all the other images it improved the
segmentations. The post-processing error on the leftmost image occurred due to the
following. In post-processing, we begin by dilating the segmentation, so that close
by segments get merged together. This caused the leaf part of the segmentation to
merge to the large segment that surrounds it. This merger was not expected by our
algorithm and resulted in the error. The surrounding segment with which the leaf
segment merged falls outside the sheet of paper in the original image, and ideally
should be eliminated. However, in this case the complete merged segment was later
judged to be lying along the image boundary, and was eliminated as a whole.
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proved to be much more challenging than the Field and Lab, due to the large variety

of imaging conditions.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented a study on efficient segmentation of leaves in semi-

controlled conditions. The leaf images experimented with were acquired from Leaf-

snap – an interactive application for plant species identification that employs com-

puter vision. The results showed that several general-purpose segmentation algo-

rithms do not work satisfactorily on this problem when they are tested over large

datasets containing a variety of species. Some of the methods experimented with

are too slow, or have steep memory requirements. Other methods were able to work

reasonably well, but would require important modifications in order to produce

competitive results across the different leaf species.

In order to address the segmentation problem, we have proposed a method

based on color space clustering with a pixel weighting strategy. A graph cut step

is then applied, allowing us to incorporate image edges as an important cue. This

helps overcome problems due to shadows and specularities. We adjust the important

parameters of the method using training. By introducing training with manual

segmentations, the method was able to work well on different leaf datasets with

minimal manual parameter adjustment. In practice, the resulting method is fast

and presents state-of-the-art results. In our quantitative experiments, it showed to

consistently be among the top performing methods, while the qualitative results
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clearly showed the benefits of the new proposed extensions.

Considering that segmentation will be applied within an interactive applica-

tion, one line of improvement is to allow a user to guide the segmentation process, by

interactively indicating leaf and background regions such as in the work of Boykov

and Jolly [27]. Another line of improvement could consider more complex models,

by adding pixel classes corresponding to cast shadows, specularities, or venations,

and restrictions on the relative colors and positions between different classes, or on

their shapes.
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Chapter 4: Operational Estimation of a Comprehensive Set of Com-

plementary Shape, Size, and Photometric Attributes of

Image-Objects

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an original selection and implementation of a com-

prehensive set of complementary polygon (image-object, segment)-specific feature

estimators, eligible for use in the popular object-based image analysis (OBIA)

paradigm [48]. These feature estimators are: (i) provided with an intuitive mean-

ing – perhaps physical, or perceptual – to be easy to deal with by human experts,

(ii) scale invariant, (iii) computationally efficient and (iv) equivalent to multiple

sources of complementary information. In particular, selected per-segment variables

encompass both photometric attributes (e.g., mean intensity, intensity variance,

mean contrast along the boundary, etc.) and geometric (i.e., shape and size) prop-

erties. To enhance their usability by human experts, whenever possible, segment-

specific descriptors are conceived as scalar variables provided with no unit of measure

and a normalized (percentage) range of change.

Our working hypothesis is that, together with an input image, an image-
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derived segmentation map is made available on an a priori basis, i.e., an image

segmentation map is provided as input together with the test image for estimation

of the segment-specific descriptive variables. Image segmentation is an inherently

ill-posed early vision problem [49], whose output is a mutually exclusive and to-

tally exhaustive partition of an input image into segments, otherwise called regions,

polygons, image-objects, 2-D objects, image-parts, plane figures, patches, connected

components, etc. [50–52]. Throughout this chapter, these terms will be used inter-

changeably. Hence, by definition, an image-object is a connected 2-D region, whether

or not simply connected, provided with a unique identifier, e.g., an integer value.

The prior availability of the image segmentation allows a series of attributes describ-

ing each segment to be computed. In particular the shape of the segments may be

described, which is one of the main focuses of this chapter due to its importance

to a variety of applications. We also note that we allow segments to contain holes,

which oftentimes define important object properties [53].

The proposed set of per-segment attributes finds inspiration in existing works

on object-based image analysis (OBIA) [54–56] and computer vision [57–60]. Un-

fortunately, during our experiments, several per-segment attribute implementations

found in the literature scored low in one or more metrological/statistically-based

quality indexes of operativeness to be community-agreed upon, such as effectiveness

(e.g., accuracy), efficiency (e.g., computation time), robustness to changes in the

input data set (encompassing robustness to noise), robustness to changes in input

parameters, if any, and scale invariance. To overcome these operational drawbacks,

our selected and implemented set of estimators is novel in terms of: (a) individual
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formulations and/or implementations and (b) overall combination of individuals. A

major aim of the set is comprehensiveness, which is tantamount to saying applica-

tion independence. Additionally, redundancy between attributes should be avoided,

although a degree of correlation can be tolerated.

During experiments, we encountered limitations in certain attributes found in

the literature. This motivated their improvement, leading to the following contri-

butions.

• Approximate rectangularity (see Section 4.4.2). Shackelford and Davis [54]

provide a fuzzy rule to compute a segment’s approximate rectangularity. The

rule acts upon a simplified polygonal representation of the segment to deter-

mine how rectangular it is. The authors obtained the polygonal representation

by using as polygon vertices the endpoints from the region’s skeleton. Impor-

tant problems have been noted with polygons resulting from this approach.

Thus, in the current work, an alternative polygonal approximation method is

used, namely the classic Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm.

• Elongatedness (see Section 4.4.8). Nagao and Matsuyama [56] estimate a

region’s elongatedness as the ratio between the length of the longest path

along its skeleton and the region’s average width along that path. Prior to

skeletonization, the authors opted to fill in the region’s holes, if any. Instead,

we propose a new measure of elongatedness that accounts for the complete

skeleton (instead of just its longest path) and that does not require holes to

be filled in beforehand. Additionally, Nagao and Matsuyama suggested using
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a thinning-based skeletonization procedure, whereas we compute the filtered

Euclidean skeleton of the region [61], which is better-defined and faster to

compute.

• Simple-connectivity (see Section 4.4.9). To quantify the presence of holes in

a region, an original shape index, called simple-connectivity, is implemented.

Previous works have assessed the presence of holes using measures like the

absolute number of holes or the area of the holes relative to the area of the

region. The new proposed definition of simple-connectivity takes into consid-

eration the length of the boundary of the holes relative to the length of the

complete boundary of the region. In order to be sensitive to both the presence

of multiple holes (which may have an overall small area) and holes with large

areas (which my have an overall limited boundary length), our final simple-

connectivity measure is defined as a fuzzy AND (minimum) combination of the

boundary-based simple-connectivity with a traditional area-based measure.

• Straightness of boundary (see Section 4.4.5). The straightness of a re-

gion’s boundary is computed in agreement with Nagao and Matsuyama [56].

However, in order to deal with multiple resolutions and structures of different

sizes, an adaptive scale selection procedure is incorporated.

• Morphological multiscale characteristic (see Sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.7).

Pesaresi and Benediktsson proposed to segment images using morphological

reconstruction granulometries [62]. In the process, the authors defined the

morphological multiscale characteristic as a characteristic scale to be associated
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to each image pixel. The morphological multiscale characteristic provides an

estimate of the size of the main image structure that each pixel belongs to.

We have adopted the average value of the characteristic over each segment as

an attribute in our set. A practical challenge with such an approach is that

computing the morphological multiscale characteristic requires morphological

operations that can be prohibitively slow for large images. In order to speed up

this process, we make use of decomposable filters for dilation and erosion [63],

as well as Robinson and Whelan’s downhill filter for reconstruction [64].

Eligible for use in a wide range of computer vision problems, the proposed set

of per-segment attribute estimators is tested in two domains. In the first test case,

man-made objects, e.g., roads, buildings, impervious surfaces, etc. [54] must be de-

tected in a satellite optical image of an urban area. This type of analysis requires an

approach that scales well over the very large satellite image. To accomplish this task

in a two-stage OBIA framework, the Satellite Image Automatic Mapper (SIAM) is

selected as the first stage. SIAM provides a segmentation of the image, from which

image-object attributes may then be computed. The SIAM software product is a

system for prior knowledge-based multi-level discretization of a continuous color

space [65–67]. By means of a two-pass connected-component multi-level image la-

beling algorithm [68], implemented in series with a prior knowledge-based decision

tree, SIAM is capable of generating, automatically (without user’s interactions) and

in near real-time, multi-level preliminary classification (pre-classification) maps and

multi-scale segmentation maps of a radiometrically calibrated spaceborne/airborne
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multi-spectral image.

The second test data set consists of leaf images, acquired with consumer-level

digital cameras from Leafsnap users, to be identified in terms of tree species (see

Chapter 2). Leafsnap provides mobile applications that allow users to photograph

tree leaves and quickly receive a short list of matched tree species [1, 4, 6]. The

interactive nature of the applications requires results to be returned in a matter

of seconds. Shape is an extremely distinctive feature for leaf identification, having

in fact been successfully used as a sole identification cue by Leafsnap’s leaf image

identification system [1]. Leaf identification is thus a very interesting testbed for

the proposed set of feature extractors, whose main focus is on shape properties to

be computed efficiently, so that, in the recognition (classification) phase, a prior

knowledge-based decision rule set may be applied.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses related works on

shape representation and recognition as well as the use of attributes in image re-

trieval. Section 4.3 summarizes the proposed set of per-segment attributes. These

are described in more details in Section 4.4, whose special emphasis is on segment-

specific shape and size attributes, considered as our main concern. Section 4.5

discusses experimental results collected in the two aforementioned OBIA test cases.

Conclusions and directions for future work are reported in Section 4.6.
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4.2 Related Works

Some previous works have focused on the development, assessment and com-

parison of intuitive shape descriptors [58, 60, 69]. However, these works dealt with

relatively small sets of descriptors. It remains a challenge to generate basic segment-

specific properties transferable to multiple application domains. As discussed in

Section 4.1, during the development of the present study, operational limitations of

several existing descriptors have been registered, leading to our improved formula-

tions and/or implementations, proposed hereafter.

Ruiz et al. [70] developed a set of object-based features for analysis of remote

sensing images of agricultural sites. Though their work includes basic shape features,

their main focus is on describing texture and appearance, more relevant in agricul-

tural sites. A traditional supervised learning classification approach is adopted in

series with high-dimensional feature extraction. The present work, whose objec-

tive is the implementation of a comprehensive set of intuitive and complementary

segment-specific attributes, focuses on a problem that is quite different.

According to Section 4.1, the image information primitive of interest is the

image-object, defined as a connected set of pixels. In the context of geographic infor-

mation systems, Goodchild et al. [51] discuss general representations for geospatial

data. These authors categorize geospatial information into dimensionless geo-atoms,

continuous geo-fields (eventually discretized into so-called field-objects) and discrete

geo-objects. According to the terminology introduced by the Open Geospatial Con-

sortium (OGC) [52], geo-objects can be either (0-D) points, multipoints, (1-D) poly-
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lines, multipart polylines, (2-D) polygons or multipart polygons. Hence, geo-objects

may be disconnected (multipart) and may contain holes or enclaves. Image-objects,

as defined here, constitute a subclass of discrete geo-objects, being equal to either

a single point, a single polyline or a single polygon, detected on an a priori basis,

i.e., detected before any estimation of segment-specific attributes begins.

According to the project requirements specification proposed in Section 4.1,

selected per-segment attributes must be complementary and intuitive to deal with,

to become a suitable input to a two-stage OBIA system where, at the second stage,

a deductive (static, non-adaptive to input data) decision-tree classifier can be imple-

mented by modeling prior knowledge of domain experts [54,55,71,72]. These project

requirements are in line with those suggested by Peura and Iivarinen, who advocate,

whenever possible, the use of basic semantically simple shape descriptors [57]. Our

attributes are required to be complementary, in agreement with the authors’ state-

ment that, though some amount of correlation between descriptors is acceptable, it

is desirable that combining descriptors should always introduce a new perspective.

Zhang and Lu [59] duly observe that these semantically simple shape descriptors

are not suitable to be used in isolation as standalone descriptors, but a combination

of descriptors is necessary in order to accurately describe shapes. This strategy of

combining descriptors, which is also adopted in the present work, copes with the

well-known non-injective property of any summary statistic or quality index, which

implies that no universal quality index can exist [73].

Some recent works have focused on the use of attributes for image search via

keywords, as well as object recognition via textual descriptions [74–77]. The use
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of attributes provides more modularity if compared to pure data-based learning

approaches: attributes can be shared across different categories, and new object

categories can be learned from very few examples, or even solely from textual de-

scriptions. The use of attributes also allows data from varying sources to be more

easily combined [71, 72], by decoupling prior domain knowledge from specific fea-

tures. From a design standpoint, we require our attribute set to be intuitive to deal

with, so that it may be used within knowledge-based systems. This also allows for

easily validating the correctness and suitability of attributes, as well as simplifying

the process of setting control parameters. A potential limitation of attribute-based

approaches is that they usually do not provide a complete representation, eventually

missing object properties that are difficult to be described in words. This can be

mitigated in practice by adopting hybrid inference systems (combined learning-by-

rule and learning-from-examples, i.e., combined deductive and inductive) in which

attributes are combined with more traditional sets of features, to be used with

classifiers learned from training examples [66].

A large body of literature focuses on 2-D shape features suitable for the OBIA

paradigm [59, 77–79]. Some works aim to perform recognition directly using high

dimensional representations, which are oftentimes complete [59]. Among these high

dimensional representations, some are composed of global coefficients such as Fourier

or wavelet descriptors, or geometric, Legendre and Zernike moments. Other rep-

resentations are more structural in nature, such as the medial axis transform, the

shape’s polygonal approximation, or the chain code that describes its contour. There

has been particular interest in the signature obtained from the curvature of a shape’s
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boundary, which naturally allows for multiscale analysis [1, 80]. Though these rep-

resentations are not directly suitable for knowledge-based systems, they have the

advantage of often being complete and making evident certain relevant shape char-

acteristics. The representations are better suited to example-based frameworks in

which an example prototype or a set of training examples is available. In contrast,

our current work, based on per-segment attributes, allows classes of image-objects

to be directly derived by partitioning the space of attributes based on specialists’

prior knowledge.1

Another relevant segment of the computer vision literature defines distances

between pairs of shapes via shape matching. The distances may then be used within

a framework containing a model or a set of training examples. Most works within

the matching paradigm find non-rigid deformations that match a pair of shapes to

each other, based on dense point-to-point correspondences. Given a pair of shapes,

a distance can be defined as a sum of two costs: one arising from the non-rigid

deformation (the deformation term), and the other from the similarity of the point-

to-point matches (the data term). In this direction, we point out, first, the work

of Chui and Rangarajan [81], who develop an optimization scheme to simultane-

ously determine point correspondences and a thin plate spline spatial deformation

mapping. Notably, later Belongie et al. [82, 83] developed a local descriptor called

the shape context in order to help find better correspondences. The shape context

descriptor is used to reliably compute local shape distances in order to accurately

1Nonetheless, in the process of computing our attributes, different types of high dimensional
intermediate representations are used, such as the shape’s medial axis transform, its polygonal
approximation, convex hull, etc. For a description of how the shape attributes are computed, see
Section 4.4.
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measure local dissimilarities. A similar line of work is that by Sebastian et al. [84],

who used graphs to describe the medial axis transforms of shapes. Shape deforma-

tions were then encoded as edits to the graphs, providing a matching cost based more

on object structure. Finally, also somewhat related to the medial axis transform,

Felzenszwalb represented shapes using particular triangulations of polygons [85].

The triangulations allowed for efficiently finding optimal matchings that minimized

(exactly) a certain class of energy functions.

Alternative OBIA approaches avoid the segmentation problem and directly

extract either localized shape descriptors or fragments of contours from images.

Usually, edge intensities or a binary edge map must be computed to allow extrac-

tion of local shape descriptors. The shape context is an extremely popular example

of a local shape descriptor, which allows distances between pairs of parts of shapes

to be computed [82]. These distances have been used for shape matching [82,83] and

matching of scenes [86], as well as for shape-based object recognition using various

different strategies [87]. The original shape context formulation is modified some-

what in most of the recent works so that it also takes into account edge orientations

(besides their positions), resulting in a more informative representation [83]. Other

shape descriptors also based on histogram binning of edges have been explored by

Mikolajczyk et al. [88], Carmichael and Hebert [89] and Bosch et al. [90].

A recent trend in computer vision attempts to use contour fragments instead

of the more localized shape descriptors. Shotton et al. [91, 92] and Opelt et al. [93]

extract contour fragments from training images and use them later as templates for

chamfer matching. When trying to detect an object in a new image, for each training
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contour template, the chamfer matching process provides matching distances for

image pixels. Actual detection of the object accumulates votes cast by each contour

detector towards the expected centroid of the object being detected. A common

problem with these approaches is that the learned contour fragments are collected

from windows in the training images that will also contain contours from background

objects. In order to obtain cleaner contour fragments – avoiding the contours from

nearby clutter – Ferrari et al. [94] proposed using chains of connected, roughly

straight, contour segments.

All these shape analysis approaches are in contrast to our two-stage OBIA

paradigm where, at the first stage, an image segmentation map is generated, what-

ever the adopted image pre-classification and/or segmentation algorithm is (e.g.,

SIAM), and, at the second stage, a segment-based classification system, employing

either learning-from-examples (inductive, bottom-up), learning-by-rule (deductive,

top-down) or hybrid (combined deductive and inductive) inference mechanisms, is

implemented.

4.3 Overview of Selected Attributes

The list of implemented segment-specific attributes is provided below, follow-

ing the taxonomy of shape features proposed by Zhang and Lu [59]. According to

this taxonomy, every shape attribute below is global, since they represent the shape

as a whole (as opposed to structural, which represent a shape by sections, or primi-

tives). The taxonomy further distinguishes between contour-based and region-based
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representations. The contour-based shape attributes in the proposed set are the

following.

• Angle (orientation) of the segment’s minimum enclosing rectangle (see [56,95]).

• Convexity (Section 4.4.1).

• Polygon-based approximate rectangularity (Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3).

• Roundness (Section 4.4.4).

• Straightness of boundary (Section 4.4.5).

Region-based shape attributes are listed below.

• Area (size).

• Average characteristic scale, computed as the morphological multiscale charac-

teristic, equivalent to an edge-preserving local autocorrelation value estimation

(Sections 4.4.6 and 4.4.7).

• Elongatedness (Section 4.4.8).

• Simple-connectivity (Section 4.4.9).

Finally, photometric attributes include the following.

• Average contrast along the boundary (Section 4.4.10).

• Statistics of achromatic (e.g., brightness) or chromatic (e.g., multispectral)

values, e.g., mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of each avail-

able spectral channel over the pixels of each segment.
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4.4 Description of Attributes

4.4.1 Convexity

A commonly used shape property in image analysis is convexity, also known

as convexity ratio or solidity. It is defined as follows:

ConvexityAndNoHole =
A

Aconvex

, (4.1)

where the area value, A, is defined as the number of pixels that belong to the

region, excluding those belonging to holes, if any, while Aconvex is the area of the

convex hull of the region, which by definition does not contain any inner hole.

Since the area of the convex hull is never inferior to that of the original segment,

the ConvexityAndNoHole variable always belongs to range [0, 1]. It takes on high

values when the original segment is convex or close to being convex and, at the same

time, it does not present holes. Hence, for the sake of clarity, this shape indicator

is called ConvexityAndNoHole.

The first step in computing the area of the convex hull (Aconvex) is to find a

representation of the hull. To do so, we begin by tracing the boundary of the original

region using the standard boundary tracing algorithm attributed to Moore [34,96].

This results in a sequence of pixels describing a walk along the region’s boundary.

From this sequence, the subset of the boundary pixels that form the set of vertices

of the region’s convex hull is selected using the algorithm independently discovered
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by Melkman [97] and Tor and Middleditch [98], which runs in O(n) time, with n

equal to the original number of boundary points.

After finding the vertices of the convex hull, the area Aconvex can be com-

puted from the vertices using the surveyor’s (or shoelace) formula [99]. In common

practice, due to discretization, this approach can lead to undesirable values of the

ConvexityAndNoHole variable. For example, a direct algebraic calculation of Aconvex

for a region consisting of a straight line would be 0, whereas A would simply be the

number of pixels in the line. It seems complicated to try to adapt the surveyor’s

formula to be able to cope with all possible scenarios of this type in digital images.

Rather, here Aconvex is estimated with a discretization procedure, where a binary

image is generated from the convex hull, such that pixels are set to 1 if they belong

to the convex hull and 0 otherwise. Aconvex is then estimated as the number of pixels

whose values is equal to 1.

4.4.2 Polygonal Representation

Shackelford and Davis adopt a simplified polygonal representation of image-

objects, to which a set of fuzzy logic rules is applied in order to reason about their

shapes [54]. As an example rule, one might state that (fuzzy) rectangles always

have (around) 4 (fuzzy) vertices, each with a (fuzzy) inner angle of about 90◦. An

intermediate polygonal representation can be used to extract a series of different

properties of interest [79]. Our focus, however, is the implementation of a measure

of an object’s approximate rectangularity, described further in Section 4.4.3.
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Shackelford and Davis obtain a polygonal representation of a region from the

endpoints of the region’s skeleton, computed via a morphological thinning skele-

tonization. In common practice, this approach turns out to be problematic when

the endpoints do not give a good description of an object’s boundary (see Fig-

ure 4.1). This seems to hold independently of the skeletonization algorithm used.

To avoid this problem, a different strategy is implemented here. After tracing an

object’s boundary, the boundary representation is treated as a polygon, which is

then simplified using the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm [100]2. In ad-

dition to giving a better approximation of the region’s boundary, this algorithm is

also faster than skeletonization.

At each step of the RDP algorithm, two points are considered. The points

determine a line segment, which can be thought of as a rough representation of

some part of the polygon. The point in that part of the original polygon which is

the farthest from this line segment is then found. If the distance from this point

to the line segment is smaller than a tolerance ε, then the line segment is accepted

as is. Otherwise, the problematic point is added to the representation, generating

two new line segments which are recursively analyzed using the same procedure.

We set the approximation tolerance ε to the scale corresponding to the maximum

value of Straightnesss from Section 4.4.5. In other words, ε = argmaxs Straightnesss.

Figure 4.1 shows toy regions for which the skeleton-based polygon does not provide

a good representation, whereas simplification with the RDP algorithm does. For

2We have used the implementation of the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm from the OpenCV
library [38]
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Figure 4.1: Regions for which the skeleton-based polygons fail to provide good
approximations. From left to right, the columns are: original region; skeleton ob-
tained using thinning; polygonal approximation from skeleton endpoints; polygonal
approximation using the RDP algorithm. The skeleton-based approximation shows
problems in the first and second rows due to the rounded region boundaries not
creating skeleton endpoints, while a similar situation appears in the third row for
the case of concavities.

this figure, the morphological thinning skeletonization method described in [54] was

used.

4.4.3 Polygon-Based Approximate Rectangularity

Shackelford and Davis define a measure of “approximate rectangularity” us-

ing a set of fuzzy rules [54]. These rules are applied to a polygonal representa-

tion obtained from a region’s skeleton. (The method used to obtain the polygonal

representation was reviewed in Section 4.4.2). Here, this measure of approximate

rectangularity is subject to two important changes. First, the polygon to which the

rule set is applied is not obtained by skeletonization, but with the Ramer-Douglas-

Peucker algorithm, described in Section 4.4.2. Second, in order to deal with noisy
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segments several of the rules’ parameters are changed. Though the same set of rules

is adopted, by relaxing the rule parameters, the rule set becomes much less strict.

Other measures of rectangularity have been used in the literature. A standard

rectangularity measure is the area of the region relative to that of its minimum

enclosing rectangle [56]. Rosin [58] further improved on this measure by developing

robust rectangle fitting procedures. Additionally, he presented a measure of rect-

angularity defined using the difference in moments between the region and its best

fitting rectangle. However, in the current work, the polygon-based approximate

rectangularity measure of Shackelford and Davis is used due to its capability of ac-

curately expressing the class of rectangular shapes. By using fuzzy rules to specify

the expected number of vertices of a rectangle, their angles, and relative distances,

the measure becomes robust to a series of common shape variations, whether or not

due to image noise.

4.4.4 Roundness

A very popular measure of the compactness, or complexity, of a region is

A/P 2, with A denoting the region’s area and P its perimeter. The measure takes

its maximum value of 1/4π when the region in question is a circle. This consideration

motivates the definition of a measure of roundness, or circularity, as 4πA/P 2, which

will always lie in the [0, 1] interval. Other authors also directly define a measure of

noncompactness as the inverse of compactness, i.e. P 2/A [56, 101].

The segment’s area, A, can be estimated simply as the number of pixels in
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the region, excluding pixels that belong to holes, if any. A question arises, though:

how to compute P , since different definitions of perimeter exist when dealing with

images? [101] Our implementation estimates the perimeter P as the 4-adjacency

cross-aura measure of the region’s total boundary. The precise definition of this

cross-aura measure is presented in Section 4.4.9. In brief, it is computed by visiting

each of the region’s boundary pixels and counting its number of 4-neighbors that

do not belong to the region. The counts are added up over all boundary pixels,

resulting in the perimeter measure.

With these definitions of area A and perimeter P , our measure of roundness

becomes

RoundnessAndNoHole =
4
√
A

P
. (4.2)

The normalization by 4 above guarantees that RoundnessAndNoHole is always be-

tween 0 and 1. It can be easily proved that the proposed implementation of the

RoundnessAndNoHole equation is approximately scale invariant. Noteworthy, this

measure treats holes as intrinsic properties of the object. This is reflected in the

way both A and P are computed. The area measure A does not count pixels that

belong to holes, while the perimeter measure P also takes into account the boundary

that the region forms with its holes. This measure scores high for regions that are

round and, at the same time, do not have holes. This behavior justifies its name,

RoundnessAndNoHole.

Although measures of compactness or roundness should be maximum for cir-

cles, Rosenfeld pointed out that, in images, depending on how the perimeter is mea-
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sured, compactness measures could turn out to be larger for squares or octagons than

for digitized circles [101]. Our measure is no exception and takes maximum values

for squares, which have maximum area for a given fixed value of the 4-adjacency

cross-aura measure.

4.4.5 Straightness of Boundary

A measure of the straightness of a region’s boundary is especially discrimina-

tive for the analysis of remote sensing images of urban areas or agricultural land. In

general, man-made structures tend to present straight boundaries, independently of

whether their overall shape is simple or more complex.

Nagao and Matsuyama proposed the following procedure to compute the

straightness of a region’s boundary [56]. The boundary of the region is first traced.

In this case, the standard boundary tracing method attributed to Moore [34, 96]

can be adopted. This results in a sequence of pixels describing a closed walk along

the region’s boundary, which we denote pi (i = 1, . . . , n), where p1 = pn (since the

boundary is closed), so that the total number of boundary pixels is n − 1. For

each pixel pi on the boundary, the angle ∆i between the two lines connecting pi

with pi−s and pi+s is calculated, where i + s and i − s are modulo n. Variable s is

referred to as the step size. A pixel i is counted as “straight” if |∆i| ≤ α for some

angle threshold α, which is given as a parameter to the method. Let n̂s denote

the number of straight pixels in the boundary, measured using a step size s. Then,

the straightness of boundary for step size s is Straightnesss = n̂s/(n − 1). Found
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to work well in practice across a range of s values, an angle threshold α = 30◦ is

chosen. Noteworthy, the straightness measure always lies in the [0, 1] interval, being

maximum when all boundary pixels are considered to be straight.

In practice, the step size s acts as an observation scale. To deal with images

of different resolutions, as well as structures of different sizes, it is important to

choose an appropriate value of the step size s. Whereas Nagao and Matsuyama

worked with a single step size, the following heuristic criterion is proposed to infer

a step size adaptively. First, variable Straightnesss is computed for all values of

s ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}. Next, the final straightness measure is taken as the one with

the maximum value:

Straightness = max
s

Straightnesss. (4.3)

This adaptive learning process is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.4.6 Morphological Multiscale Characteristic

Pesaresi and Benediktsson compute a per-pixel differential morphological pro-

file (DMP) as an intermediate step to accomplish image segmentation [62]. The

DMP is used in order to compute a per-pixel morphological multiscale characteris-

tic, defined as the morphological scale where each pixel’s DMP scores its maximum.

In our view, the morphological multiscale characteristic is a viable alternative to ex-

isting estimators of local autocorrelation values such as the local indicators of spatial

association (LISA), i.e., it allows an effective and efficient per-pixel estimate of the
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(a) Original region. (b) Region boundary.

(c) Straight and non-straight boundary pixels as a function of step
size s. Pixels in green were considered straight and those in red were
considered non-straight. From left to right, top to bottom, step sizes
are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. Respective straightness values are show in (c).

(d) Straightness of boundary for the region in (a) as a function
of step size s.

Figure 4.2: An example region illustrating the process of computing the straightness
of boundary measure over multiple step sizes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: This figure presents a synthetic example to illustrate the behavior of the
morphological multiscale characteristic. In (a), a synthetic grayscale image, featur-
ing several shapes of different sizes, is shown. In (b), values of the morphological
multiscale characteristic at each pixel are shown in the yellow highlights, where a
negative value indicates that the closing DMP contains the largest DMP response
(segment was originally darker than background) and, as a consequence, it provides
the characteristic scale, while a positive value indicates that the opening DMP con-
tains the largest DMP response (segment was lighter than background), so that it
provides the characteristic scale (see Equation 4.12). Note how the values indicate
roughly the size of the image-objects and also that, within each object, the values
are constant. For this image, the sampled dyadic scales were λi = 0, 1, 3, 5, 9, 17, 33
(see text), resulting in the displayed scale values.

(1-D) size (in pixel units) of the image-object each pixel belongs to, while at the

same time respecting segment boundaries, in line with statements by Pesaresi and

Benediktsson in their original paper [62]. An illustrative example of the behavior

of the morphological multiscale characteristic is presented in Figure 4.3. For each

image-segment, the average of the characteristic scale over its pixels is adopted as

an attribute describing the segment’s (1-D) size.

In this Section, the per-pixel DMP is defined and discussed before moving on to
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the definition of the morphological multiscale characteristic. Next, an efficient pro-

cedure to quickly compute morphological openings and closings by reconstruction,

which are required for generating the DMP, is proposed. Finally, in Section 4.4.7,

popular global and local spatial autocorrelation estimators are reviewed and related

to the multiscale morphological characteristic.

The definition of a per-pixel DMP requires definitions of opening and closing

by reconstruction of a grayscale image I. An opening by reconstruction is defined as

γ∗λI = Rec(ελI, I), (4.4)

where ελI denotes an erosion of I with a structuring element (SE) of size λ and

Rec(ελI, I) denotes the reconstruction by dilation of I from ελI. For a detailed

formal definition of the erosion and reconstruction operations, the reader is referred

to [62,102]. The traditional opening of an image by a SE of size λ is used to filter out

bright structures that are smaller than λ. The opening by reconstruction operator

also filters out these small bright structures, but without affecting the fine-scale

details of larger structures, since these are recovered in the reconstruction step. On

the other hand, a potential disadvantage of opening by reconstruction is a high

computational cost. This will be discussed in more detail further in this section.

Analogously to above, a closing by reconstruction is defined as

φ∗λI = Rec(δλI, I), (4.5)
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where δλI denotes a dilation of I with an SE of size λ and Rec(δλI, I) denotes the re-

construction by erosion of I from δλI. Analogously to the opening by reconstruction,

a closing by reconstruction filters out dark structures that are smaller than λ.

Starting from these definitions, the opening profile of an image is composed of

a series of openings by reconstruction. We use a a dyadic sequence of structuring

element (SE) sizes λi for i ∈ [0, n] such that λ0 = 0, λ1 = 1, and λi = 2i−1 + 1 for

i ∈ [2, n]. As an example of the sequence of sizes, if n = 4 the resulting sequence is

λi = 0, 1, 3, 5, 9. Given this sequence, the opening profile at pixel x is defined as the

vector

Πγ(x) = {Πγλi : Πγλi = γ∗λi(x),∀i ∈ [0, n]}. (4.6)

Correspondingly, the closing profile at x is

Πφ(x) = {Πφλi : Πφλi = φ∗λi(x),∀i ∈ [0, n]}. (4.7)

Differently from Pesaresi and Benediktsson [62], we have chosen to take dyadic SE

sizes λi, considered to be more practical (and biologically more plausible), so that

the resulting profile may be computed in a reasonable amount of time while being

able to handle image structures of varying sizes. Other than that difference, our

definitions throughout are the same as those given by the previous authors.

The per-pixel DMP records the rate of change in the opening and closing

profiles. For each pixel, its DMP provides an estimate of the importance of structures

of size λ to which the pixel might belong. The derivative of the opening profile ∆γ(x)
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and the derivative of the closing profile ∆φ(x) are defined respectively as

∆γ(x) =

{
∆γλi : ∆γλi =

|Πγλi − Πγλi−1
|

(λi − λi−1)
,∀i ∈ [1, n]

}
, (4.8)

∆φ(x) =

{
∆φλi : ∆φλi =

|Πφλi − Πφλi−1
|

(λi − λi−1)
,∀i ∈ [1, n]

}
. (4.9)

The complete DMP is obtained by concatenating the two DMP components above.

Pesaresi and Benediktsson [62] used the DMP to develop two versions of a

segmentation method. The first operated on a single scale, requiring that the scale

of the structures of interest be known beforehand. The second segmentation method

was multiscale, capable of simultaneously dealing with structures of different sizes.

The multiscale segmentation algorithm made use of the morphological multiscale

characteristic, whose definition we recall below. A DMP-driven image segmentation

approach is also adopted by Shackelford and Davis for the detection of buildings

in spaceborne imagery [55, 103]. Benediktsson et al. [104] later used the DMP to

compose feature vectors for pixel-based supervised classification.

In order to define the morphological multiscale characteristic [62], the multiscale-

opening characteristic and multiscale-closing characteristic must be first defined.

The multiscale-opening characteristic Φγ(x) of an image at pixel x is the SE size at

which the opening DMP takes on the largest value,

Φγ(x) = {λ : ∆γλ(x) = ∨∆γ(x)}, (4.10)

where ∨ denotes the supremum. Analogously, the multiscale-closing characteristic
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is the SE size for which the closing DMP has its maximum value,

Φφ(x) = {λ : ∆φλ(x) = ∨∆φ(x)}. (4.11)

The morphological multiscale characteristic Φ(x) is taken to be the scale at which

the DMP is maximum, whether taken from the opening or closing profile. It can be

defined as

Φ(x) =



Φγ(x) : ∨∆γ(x) > ∨∆φ(x)

Φφ(x) : ∨∆γ(x) < ∨∆φ(x)

0 : ∨∆γ(x) = ∨∆φ(x)

. (4.12)

In the case of ties – for which the largest DMP response is the same in the derivative

of the opening and closing profiles – the definition sets Φ(x) = 0. An illustrative

example of applying this definition to all pixels of an image was presented in Fig-

ure 4.3.

A practical challenge in using the pixel-based morphological multiscale char-

acteristic value is that computing openings and closings by reconstruction for large

images can be prohibitively slow. In order to speed up this process, two techniques

are selected from the existing literature: decomposable filters for dilation and ero-

sion [63], and the downhill filter for reconstruction [64]. The way in which these

techniques are used is briefly discussed below. Hereafter, the sole case of opening

by reconstruction is discussed, because its dual problem is closing by reconstruction

for which the same observations hold.
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The initial erosion operation ελI from Equation 4.4, that occurs before per-

forming the reconstruction Rec(ελI, I), can be very fast depending on the structuring

element that is used. Instead of using a disk, which seems like the natural choice,

it is much faster to approximate the result that would be obtained from a disk

by using a regular polygon [105]. In particular, erosion with a square structuring

element is extremely fast, since it can be decomposed into horizontal and vertical

operations [63]. The purpose of the initial erosion operation is to eliminate bright

structures that are smaller than the structuring element size. The reconstruction

step that follows will guarantee that finer scale details of the remaining structures

are recovered. Thus, the final results obtained from opening by reconstruction are

found to be similar whether using a square or a disk for the initial erosion oper-

ation. Hence, the use of a square structuring element is preferred here due to its

lower computation time.

Due to time considerations, special attention must be given to the reconstruc-

tion by dilation operation Rec(ελI, I) from Equation 4.4. Vincent defined the notion

of morphological reconstruction for grayscale images [106], noting that the naive

implementation using the mathematical definition of reconstruction showed to be

extremely slow. Thus, three successively faster algorithms were proposed, speeding

up execution times considerably [102, 106]. Later, Robinson and Whelan presented

the downhill filter for image reconstruction [64], with a precondition to be satisfied

by input images in order to guarantee correctness. In the weak form, which is used

here, the precondition requires that, in the case of reconstruction by dilation, the

marker image be everywhere less than or equal to the mask image. Fortunately, in
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the reconstruction Rec(ελI, I), this will always be true, since ελI ≤ I. (An anal-

ogous, dual, argument applies to the case of reconstruction by erosion Rec(δλI, I),

presented in Equation 4.5.) The downhill filter computes the reconstruction in a

single pass, guaranteeing a fast and consistent execution time. In timed compar-

isons to the algorithms proposed by Vincent [102] over a range of input images,

the downhill filter showed a consistent and oftentimes large speedup [64]. We thus

adopt the downhill filter to compute the required reconstructions.

4.4.7 Conceptual Links Between the Morphological Multiscale Char-

acteristic and Measurements of Spatial Autocorrelation

Hereafter, conceptual links between the pixel-based characteristic scale and

image-wide spatial autocorrelation functions are investigated. Autocorrelation is

the cross-correlation of a signal with itself, ranging from −1 (high negative au-

tocorrelation) across 0 (no autocorrelation) to +1 (high positive autocorrelation).

Informally, it is the similarity between pairs of observations as a function of the time

or spatial lag between them. It is even-symmetric and maximum at lag equals zero.

Autocorrelation never goes to zero for a periodic function. It is a mathematical tool

for finding repeating patterns, such as the presence of a periodic signal obscured by

noise. Beyond a lag value called autocorrelation value, the autocorrelation function

reduces to (approximately) zero, which means that pairs of observations beyond

that lag are independent.

Whereas temporal autocorrelation is about proximity in time, spatial autocor-
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relation is about proximity in (multidimensional) space, i.e., spatial autocorrelation

is characterized by a correlation in a signal among nearby locations in a 2- or 3-D

spatial domain. Hence, spatial autocorrelation can be more complex than tem-

poral (one-dimensional) autocorrelation because spatial correlation is either 2- or

3-dimensional.

In statistics, the well-known Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation index is a mea-

sure of global spatial autocorrelation. It ranges from −1 (indicating perfect disper-

sion) to +1 (perfect correlation). A zero value indicates a random spatial pattern.

Moran’s I is inversely related to another well-known global spatial autocorrelation

index, Geary’s C, but it is not identical. Moran’s I is a measure of global spatial

autocorrelation, while Geary’s C is also a global statistic, but it is more sensitive to

local spatial autocorrelation. The value of Geary’s C lies between 0 and 2. Value 1

means no spatial autocorrelation. Values lower than 1 demonstrate increasing posi-

tive spatial autocorrelation, whilst values higher than 1 illustrate increasing negative

spatial autocorrelation.

Alternative to Moran’s I and Geary’s C, the semivariogram of an image is

another popular strategy for spatial autocorrelation estimation [70, 107–110]. An

experimental semivariogram γ characterizes an image I as a function of the separa-

tion distance (or lag) h. It can be computed as

γ(h) =
1

2N(h)

N(h)∑
i=1

[I(xi)− I(xi + h)]2 , (4.13)

where xi are 2-D image locations, h provides the separation between pixels, andN(h)
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is the number of data pairs considered at separation h. From the equation we note

that the semivariogram is measuring the overall dissimilarity of image structures

that are separated by a distance h. The semivariogram can be used for texture

description and characterization of land use, detection of periodicity and anisotropy

and estimation of the density and size of objects [107,110]

A common technique when dealing with images is to compute experimental

semivariograms along several different directions and average them out to obtain the

omnidirectional semivariogram [107] as a one-dimensional summary signature. The

analysis of the omnidirectional semivariogram can then provide us with information

about the underlying image structures.

Woodcock et al. [109, 110] investigated the behavior of the semivariogram in

relation to the sizes of objects in images. They noted that distinct changes in

the variogram happen most often at distances corresponding to object sizes. In

particular, for an image containing objects of roughly the same size, the range of

influence (or simply range) of the semivariogram indicates their size. The range

of influence of a semivariogram is the distance at which it approaches its highest

value. From this distance onwards, the correlation between image pixels is small,

indicating that they are statistically independent. In practice, depending on image

content, some variograms might reach this highest value very slowly, though it may

still be possible to detect breaks in the slopes of the variograms that indicate the

underlying size of objects [110].

The space discretization unit or unit of geospatial information we are looking

for is the so-called (discrete and, at least on theory, symbolic) geo-object, accord-
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ing to the nomenclature of Goodchild et al. [51]. For example, the so-called local

indicator of spatial association (LISA) is a local Moran’s Ii value computed for each

i-th spatial unit (image-object, e.g., an image tile) provided beforehand [111].

To cope with geo-objects as units of geo-spatial information, in the OBIA liter-

ature, where an image segmentation algorithm adopts a so-called spatial scale as in-

put parameter to be user-defined based on heuristics, Kim et al. estimate the “best”

scale for optimally derived segments in an image by means of a trial-and-error pro-

cedure where they estimate: (i) an image-wide average per-object variance graphed

against segmentation scale and (ii) an image-wide average inter-object Moran’s I

spatial autocorrelation, graphed against segmentation scale. The former was found

to increase with the magnitude of the segmentation scale, leveling off at the optimal

spatial scale. The latter was lowest, and indeed negative, at the optimal scale. The

two criteria provided nearly the same optimal characteristic scale value [112].

In this work, the morphological multiscale characteristic is used as a viable

alternative to existing estimators of local autocorrelation values, such as LISA. It

allows an effective and efficient per-pixel estimate of the size of the image-object

each pixel belongs to, while having the advantage of being boundary-preserving,

i.e., it provides reliable estimates for every pixel, irrespective of whether or not it is

located in the vicinity of the segment boundary.
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4.4.8 Elongatedness

A new measure of elongatedness is formulated in the current work to overcome

operational limitations of previous measures. Nagao and Matsuyama present three

different ways of measuring a region’s elongatedness, each at an increasing level of

sophistication [56], as summarized below.

1. The simplest elongatedness measure is defined as the ratio between the length

and width of the minimum enclosing rectangle of the region. Though this

measure is easy to compute, it does not correctly capture the elongatedness

of curved regions. For example, a highly elongated curved region that has a

square as its minimum enclosing rectangle would produce an elongatedness

value of 1 according to this definition.

2. Another elongatedness measure, which works better for curved regions, is de-

fined using the region’s maximum width. First, eventual holes that the region

might have are filled in. The region is then successively shrunk by a pixel at

a time until it disappears. If we denote by d the number of shrinking steps

required to eliminate the region, and A its original area, then the measure of

elongatedness is defined as A/(2d)2. Here, 2d corresponds approximately to

the maximum width of the region. This elongatedness measure has also been

used by others, such as Rosenfeld and Kak [113].

3. Instead of using the maximum width of the region, a more precise alternative

is to use an average width. Again, the holes of the region are filled in, after
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Figure 4.4: The river segment (shown on left) and road segment (shown on right)
contain large holes. If their holes were to be filled in, they would present low or
intermediate elongatedness measures, whereas expert photointepreters would expect
these segments to score very high in elongatedness.

which the region’s skeleton is computed via thinning. The longest path along

the skeleton is then found. The length of the longest path will be used to

define the elongatedness. For each point along the path, the local width of the

region is computed, and the average of these is taken. If we denote the length

of the longest path by LNM, and the average width along the path as WNM,

then the final elongatedness measure defined by Nagao and Matsuyama is

ElongatednessNM = LNM/WNM. (4.14)

A practical limitation of the ElongatednessNM operator is that filling in the

holes of a region before computing its elongatedness may not always be appropriate.

Figure 4.4 shows examples of segments of roads and rivers, extracted from a satellite

image, that a human domain expert would probably think of as highly elongated,

but which would not produce high ElongatednessNM values since within-segment

holes would get filled in during the procedure.
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The aforementioned limitation justifies the introduction of an improved mea-

sure of elongatedness, featuring several differences from Nagao and Matsuyama’s.

Within-segment holes, if any, are not filled in. After computing the original region’s

skeleton, our novel measure of elongatedness is defined as

Elongatedness = L/W, (4.15)

where L is a measure of the length of the complete skeleton (without removing

holes), being defined simply as the total number of skeleton pixels, and W is the

average width computed over the skeleton pixels. Below, more details are provided

on the meaning and computation of this novel elongatedness measure, including how

the average width measure W is calculated.

The novel measure of Elongatedness captures a different notion of elongated-

ness than that proposed by Nagao and Matsuyama. First, our length measurement

L is taken to be the number of pixels in the whole skeleton, as opposed to just its

longest path. In this manner, it always takes into consideration every part of a

region. This difference is illustrated in the example in Figure 4.5. Second, by not

filling in eventual holes, the novel measure of Elongatedness treats holes as intrinsic

characteristics of image-objects, as opposed to ignoring them. Figure 4.6 shows how

different elongatedness measures behave on a toy region with a hole.

Another important difference of the proposed Elongatedness variable in com-

parison with Nagao and Matsuyama’s is in the algorithm used to compute the

region’s skeleton. Rather than a pure thinning procedure, as suggested by Na-
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(a) Original region. (b) Skeleton of the region. (c) The longest path
along the skeleton.

Figure 4.5: The region illustrates the difference in elongatedness measures due to
using the whole skeleton as opposed to using just its longest path. Though different
methods compute local widths differently, for the purposes of illustration, let us
assume that the width computed at every point on the skeleton is of 4 pixels, so that
the resulting average widths are W = WNM = 4 pixels (see Equations 4.14 and 4.15).
When we define the elongatedness using either the whole skeleton or just its longest
path, we obtain different results. Here, we have Elongatedness = L/W = 12/4 = 3,
whereas ElongatednessNM = LNM/WNM = 8/4 = 2.

(a) Original region. (b) Skeleton of the region. (c) Skeleton of the region
without holes.

Figure 4.6: The region illustrates the difference in elongatedness measures due to
not filling in holes. When the hole is not filled in, at the same time that the length
of the skeleton is larger, the average width will be smaller. In this example, we have
Elongatedness = L/W = 16.0/4.1 = 3.9, whereas ElongatednessNM = LNM/WNM =
1/10 = 0.1.
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gao and Matsuyama, the region’s filtered Euclidean skeleton is computed. Many

thinning-based skeletonization methods have been proposed and analyzed over the

years [114]. However, more recently, developments have been made in techniques

for fast computation of Euclidean skeletons. These new techniques ensure a correct

topology and allow for filtering out eventual noise [61]. An important advantage

of using Euclidean skeletons is that they are better defined: in principle, an Eu-

clidean skeleton can be defined simply as the set of points that are centered in the

shape with respect to the Euclidean distance3. On the other hand, direct thinning

skeletonization procedures, though formulated with certain desirable properties in

mind, present results that are not always predictable. Further, in many important

practical cases, Euclidean skeletonization algorithms can compute faster than region

thinning algorithms.

Couprie et al.’s skeletonization procedure begins by computing the squared

Euclidean distance transform of the region, for which there are linear-time algo-

rithms available. The distance transform will also allow the skeleton to be filtered

later on: potential skeleton pixels that are too close to the region’s border can be

discarded to obtain a less detailed or less noisy skeleton. A constrained distance-

guided thinning procedure is then applied to the region to obtain a skeleton that

contains the medial axis transform of the region as a subset. The thinning proce-

dure has two very important properties. First, it guarantees a homotopic skeleton,

which is not trivial [115]. Second, it is such that even skeleton points that do not

3In spite of the simplicity of its mathematical definition, in practice, computing Euclidean
skeletons is quite complicated due to the discrete nature of images.
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belong to the medial axis transform are centered with respect to the region. Finally,

the approach also allows filtering the skeleton with respect to its bisector angles.

The bisector angle of a given skeleton point is the maximal angle that it forms

with its two closest points that belong to the region’s border. Skeleton points with

small bisector angles may oftentimes be attributed to discretization noise and can

be eliminated by setting an appropriate threshold. Couprie et al.’s overall approach

is carefully designed to be very fast.

The skeletonization method possesses two parameters that control how the

skeleton is filtered. The first is the threshold on the medial axis transform that

removes skeleton points that are too close to the region border. With the purpose of

obtaining a robust elongatedness measure, we set this parameter to be d/2, where

d is the maximum value found in the distance transform, roughly corresponding

to half of the region’s maximum width. We found that in practice this preserves

relevant structures in the skeleton, while discarding much of the noise. The second

parameter is the threshold on the bisector angles. Skeleton pixels with bisector

angles smaller than the threshold are rejected as being due to noise or irrelevant.

We set this parameter to π/5, as this has worked well in practice on our image

segments.

A filtered Euclidean skeleton is obtained via Couprie et al.’s method [61]. A

problem with the resulting skeleton is it may be 4-adjacency connected, when it

would be preferable for our purposes that all skeletons be 8-adjacency connected.

This becomes important in order to obtain more consistent measurements when

computing the length of the skeleton as its number of pixels. We apply a cycle of Cy-
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chosz’s [116] fast implementation of Rosenfeld’s parallel thinning algorithm [113,117]

in order to obtain the final 8-adjacency connected skeleton. As shown in proposition

6 of [117], this guarantees the final result will be 8-adjacency connected. Figure 4.7

illustrates step by step the complete skeletonization procedure.

Finally, in order to compute the average width W in Equation 4.15, the width

of each pixel along the skeleton must be estimated. Fortunately, the Euclidean

distance transform of the region is found as an intermediate product of computing

the Euclidean skeleton. To find W , the required distances are looked up in the

stored distance transform, incurring little additional computation.

4.4.9 Simple-Connectivity

Within-segment holes can be very important image features suitable for iden-

tification of different classes of real-world objects depicted in images. Bertamini [53]

reviewed a series of works that strongly indicate that the boundary of a hole is

perceived by people as belonging to the object that encloses it. While some lines of

work on shape analysis tend to ignore the presence of holes, the work by Bertamini

showed that, from a perceptual standpoint, it is important to consider holes as con-

stituent features of their enclosing objects. Besides being important image-object

features, holes affect several of the presented attribute measures. In particular, holes

increase a segment’s measure of elongatedness and decrease the segment’s measure

of convexity and roundness. Quantifying the presence of holes in a segment allows

for better reasoning about these effects during image analysis. In this section, an
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(a) Original region. (b) Medial axis transform.

(c) Euclidean skeleton. (d) Filtered medial axis transform.

(e) Filtered Euclidean skeleton. (f) Final 8-connected skeleton.

Figure 4.7: The skeletonization procedure is applied to the example region in (a).
First, the medial axis transform (MAT) of the region is computed, shown here in (b).
The MAT consists of the centers of maximal balls inside the region. Note that, in
this example, it is disconnected. The MAT is then used to help obtain the Euclidean
skeleton of the region (the Euclidean skeleton must contain the MAT), shown in (c).
The MAT is then filtered to remove skeleton points which are either too close to the
region’s border or whose bisector angle is too small. The filtered version is shown
in (d). The filtered MAT is used to constrain the Euclidean skeleton from (c) to
produce the filtered Euclidean skeleton shown in (e). Finally, we apply a cycle of
the parallel thinning algorithm to the filtered Euclidean skeleton in order to obtain
the 8-connected result in (f).
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original simple-connectivity measure is proposed to quantify the extent to which a

segment is simply-connected, i.e., the extent to which the segment is free of holes. A

more in-depth discussion of this new measure, with several detailed examples, was

presented in a technical report [118].

There has been some limited amount of previous work on measures that assess

the presence of holes. Perhaps the simplest measure is the absolute number of

holes of a region, or otherwise its Euler number [34, 78]. While the number of

holes is an informative measure, it gives no clue about the hole size or extent.

Soffer and Samet [60] and Wentz [69] have defined measures based on the area of

the holes relative to that of the region. A disadvantage of area-based measures is

that they are insensitive to the presence of multiple small holes, since they only

take into account the holes’ total area. This justifies the presentation of a novel

simple-connectivity measure. Our measure is estimated as a fuzzy-and (minimum)

combination of two simpler measure components. The first component quantifies

the presence of holes by relating the length of the boundaries of the holes to the

total length of all boundaries of the region. A limitation of this measure is that it

is not sensitive to large holes that may have small boundary lengths. In order to

address this issue, the final simple-connectivity measure is defined as a combination

of the boundary-based measure with a more traditional area-based one.

First, the measure of simple-connectivity based only on boundary lengths,
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which we call SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency, is defined:

SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency =

4-adjacency cross-aura measure of the external boundary

4-adjacency cross-aura measure of the total boundary
. (4.16)

Above, the “4-adjacency cross-aura measure of the external boundary” does not

take into account the parts of the boundary that the region forms with its holes.

It is computed in the following manner. For each pixel of the boundary, we count

its 4-neighbors that: (i) do not belong to the region, and (ii) do not belong to

the region’s holes. These counts are tallied up, resulting in the desired cross-aura

measure. The counting procedure is such that a pixel that does not belong to the

region (nor its holes) and is a 4-neighbor to multiple boundary pixels will be counted

multiple times (once for each of its 4-neighboring boundary pixels).

The “4-adjacency cross-aura measure of the total boundary” is defined sim-

ilarly, but also takes into account contributions from holes. For each pixel in the

boundary, we count its 4-neighbors that do not belong to the region, irrespective of

whether they belong to a hole or not. These counts are added up over all boundary

pixels. Again, a pixel that does not belong to the region and is a 4-neighbor to

multiple boundary pixels will be counted multiple times. Examples showing how

these lengths are computed can be found in a previous technical report [118].

The disadvantage of SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency is that holes with large

area, but small boundary lengths, present only intermediate values of SimpleCon-

nectivity4Adjacency. An example of this behavior is given in Figures 4.8 and 4.10.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8: Example regions used to illustrate the different sensitivities of the simple-
connectivity measures to a hole of increasing size. The respective measures are: (a)
SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency ≈ 0.86, and FilledAreaRatio ≈ 0.97; (b) Simple-
Connectivity4Adjacency ≈ 0.67, and FilledAreaRatio ≈ 0.75; and (c) SimpleCon-
nectivity4Adjacency ≈ 0.55, and FilledAreaRatio ≈ 0.31. Note that SimpleConnec-
tivity4Adjacency is not very sensitive to the hole in (c), which has large area, but a
simple boundary.

This result is undesirable, since it is somewhat counter-intuitive: perceptually, re-

gions containing holes with large area should have low simple-connectivity values.

This problem motivated combining SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency with an area-

based measure.

We define the FilledAreaRatio as

FilledAreaRatio =
Area

FilledArea
, (4.17)

where FilledArea is the area of the region with its holes filled in. As noted previously,

the disadvantage of area-based measures is that they are not sensitive to the presence

of multiple small holes, or holes that have large boundaries while maintaining small

area. This is illustrated in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

The proposed final measure of simple-connectivity is the fuzzy-AND (mini-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Two regions, used to illustrate the different sensitivities of the simple-
connectivity measures to the presence of multiple holes. The total area of the holes
is the same in (a) and (b), though in (a) the region contains 4 holes, while in (b)
there is only one. The respective measures are: (a) SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency
≈ 0.56, and FilledAreaRatio = 0.84; (b) SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency ≈ 0.71,
and FilledAreaRatio = 0.84

mum) between the two previously defined fuzzy membership values,

SimpleConnectivity = min{SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency,FilledAreaRatio}.

Figure 4.10 illustrates how this final measure performs in better agreement with

our intuition about holes, by means of a conservative combination of the two input

fuzzy membership values. Noteworthy, all the simple-connectivity measures belong

to the range [0, 1], with a value of 1 only when the region has no holes. The reader

is referred to [118] for a more detailed discussion of these measures with several

examples.

4.4.10 Average Contrast Along the Boundary

Matsuyama and Hwang [119] suggest a measure of contrast along a segment’s

boundary, which is included in our attribute set. This measure is defined simply
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Figure 4.10: The figure illustrates how the different measures of simple-connectivity
behave. The total area of the holes in the top and middle segments is the same, so
that FilledAreaRatio does not change between them. However, since the boundary
lengths do change, SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency is able to capture their difference.
In the middle and bottom examples, the boundary lengths are similar, even though
the total area of the holes has changed. In this case, FilledAreaRatio is able to
capture the change, while SimpleConnectivity4Adjacency is not. The final measure,
SimpleConnectivity, behaves in agreement with human perception of both types of
changes in hole properties by combining with a fuzzy-and (minimum) operator the
previous two measures.
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as the difference between the average value of the pixels in the region that are

adjacent to the background and the average value of the pixels in background that

are adjacent to the region.

4.5 OBIA Systems Employing a Segment-Specific Convergence-of-

Evidence Approach

According to the OBIA paradigm, where second-stage statistical (inductive

data learning) or prior knowledge-based inference systems are input with image

segments detected at the first stage, two combinations of per-segment attributes are

tested with two different types of input images. A spaceborne multi-spectral image

of an urban area is automatically pre-classified and segmented by the first-stage

SIAM expert system. Color images of leaves acquired with consumer-level digital

cameras are segmented by the leaf image segmentation algorithm proposed in [1,46].

Figure 4.11 presents images of segment-specific attribute values generated from

the spaceborne test image, namely, elongatedness, simple-connectivity and straight-

ness of boundary. Figure 4.11b demonstrates the effectiveness of elongatedness in

highlighting roads and parking lots. Segments that contain holes also present some-

what high values of elongatedness even though they might be relatively compact.

These types of segments can be identified by their high simple-connectivity values,

as show in Figure 4.11c. Finally, the straightness of boundary measure, depicted

in 4.11d, appears suitable for capturing man-made structures, which usually present

straight boundaries independently of whether their overall shapes are simple or com-
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plex.

Figure 4.12 presents a sample of the segments detected by SIAM in the space-

borne test image of an urban area. Segments numbered 1 through 6 are buildings,

or parts of buildings, while segments 7 through 9 are pieces of roads. With respect

to distinguishing buildings from roads, some general trends can be observed. Prob-

ably the most discriminative attribute is elongatedness. Though buildings can be

somewhat elongated, roads usually present very high values of elongatedness. Ad-

ditionally, roads are typically non-compact, resulting in lower measures of round-

ness. Regarding appearance, bright segments (provided with high values of “mean

panchromatic intensity”) are usually indicative of buildings. Though buildings can

appear as either bright or dark structures, asphalt roads are always dark, so that

bright segments are highly indicative of non-road structures. Another interesting

observation is that not all rectangular segments are buildings, as exemplified by the

mostly rectangular road segment 9.

Some more specific observations from Figure 4.12 regarding the different shape

attributes are as follows. Segments 4 and 5 represent buildings whose change in

brightness generate holes in their surface area, lowering their simple-connectivity

values. Nonetheless, both segments have high values of the polygon-based approx-

imate rectangularity measure, as well as of straightness of boundary. Segment 6 is

particularly interesting, since it represents a building, yet it has an overall concave

shape. This results in low measures of convexity and roundness, though the segment

still has a high straightness of boundary value. Segment 7 depicts a piece of a road

network, which results in a very low value of convexity. Noteworthy, this is not the
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(a) Original

(b) Elongatedness

(c) Simple-Connectivity (d) Straightness of boundary

Figure 4.11: Attribute maps showing values of: (b) elongatedness, (c) simple-
connectivity and (d) straightness of boundary. Each segment’s attribute value is
encoded as its gray scale. In (b), the range of values represented is from 0 (black) to
80 (white), while in (c) and (d) the range goes from 0 (black) to 1 (white). In (a),
a false color depiction of the urban area being analyzed is shown.
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case in segment 8, which represents a single straight piece of road. Nonetheless,

both segments present very high values of elongatedness, distinguishing them from

other structures. Finally, segment 9, though originating from a piece of road, is

very hard to distinguish from a building in general. However, it becomes clear that

the segment is a piece of road once its neighborhood (not shown in the Figure) is

observed: it consists of road-like segments that possess the same overall orientation

and cast no shadow, unlike buildings.

Figure 4.13 presents a series of leaves, each from a different tree species. These

examples illustrate how metrological/statistically-based shape and size attributes,

featuring a physical meaning, may provide a photointerpreter or an expert system

with a vocabulary suitable for leaf description and discrimination. For example, in

segment number 1, the cluster of pine leaves stands out for having a very small area,

high elongatedness, and low roundness. Segments 2 through 4, which depict com-

pound leaves, all have outstanding values of elongatedness. In particular, segment

2, which has very thin leaflets, presents the highest elongatedness value. Compound

leaves also tend to present holes formed from the overlap of separate individual

leaflets, as exemplified by segments 2 and 3. This results in a decrease of their

simple-connectivity measures. Segments 6 and 7 represent two different species of

oak trees, though the marked protrusions in segment 7 give rise to lower convexity,

roundness, and straightness of boundary. The sycamore leaf in segment 9 can be

distinguished from the maple in segment 8 mainly by its low straightness of bound-

ary. Segment number 5 is a simple leaf with a smooth boundary, presented here to

provide a reference set of attribute values.
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4.6 Conclusions and Future Directions

A comprehensive battery of complementary segment-specific feature estima-

tors is proposed for operational use in OBIA systems encompassing an image seg-

mentation first stage. Estimated per-segment shape, size and photometric attributes

are: (i) provided with a physical (intuitive) meaning, (ii) scale invariant, (iii) compu-

tationally efficient and (iv) complementary. In practice, selected and implemented

estimators are novel in terms of: (a) individual formulation and/or implementation

and (b) overall combination of individuals, whose aim is comprehensiveness, which

implies application-domain independence, and non-redundancy of different indexes.

The potential utility of the proposed set of complementary attributes is inves-

tigated in two test cases, where a segment-based categorization approach, based on

convergence-of-evidence, is sketched to cope with a satellite image of urban areas

and with images of leaves of different tree species

The proposed set of shape features comprises both contour- and region-based

variables in the spatial domain, which are intuitive to understand4. This quality

is important to allow an expert to model his/her prior knowledge of target objects

into the classification stage of an OBIA system. In addition, as suggested by Peura

and Iivarinen [57], the availability of semantically simple basic shape descriptors

guarantees their scalability and transferability to different application domains.

On the other hand, it is well known by the computer vision community that, in

general, contour-based and region-based shape descriptors in the spatial domain are

4Spatial is mentioned here in opposition to a transform domain, such as the frequency domain.
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sensitive to noise [59]. To compensate for this inherent lack of robustness to image

noise, our proposed set of contour-based and region-based shape descriptors in the

spatial domain adopts several strategies. For example, first, simple-connectivity

is explicitly measured and used as an indicator of noise intensity. Second, in the

straightness of boundary variable estimation, an optimal scale factor is selected

based on multi-scale analysis, so that noise occurring at other scales may be ignored.

Third, polygon-based approximate rectangularity adopts a fuzzy rule set, to cope

with fuzzy information, and so forth.

In the existing literature, different strategies are adopted to mitigate the ef-

fect of image noise in the estimation of shape attributes. In two-stage OBIA system

development, a second-stage segment-specific prior knowledge-based (non-adaptive

to input data) fuzzy decision tree can be adopted to cope with fuzzy information

sources [120], like in the hybrid-inference OBIA system proposed in [54,55]. A fuzzy

decision tree provides an intuitive (linguistic) structure to distinguish between a

discrete and finite set of mutually exclusive classes, according to a convergence-

of-evidence approach. At the same time, the fuzzy decision tree can be totally

exhaustive, to provide a complete partition of the measurement space. Noteworthy,

though noise may affect individual attributes, the convergence of multiple indepen-

dent sources of evidence allows strong conjectures. For example, in the presence of

image noise, segments are typically affected by holes, whose presence affects shape

measures, such as elongatedness, roundness, and convexity. Hence, the simple-

connectivity measure should be investigated at the first hierarchical stage of a fuzzy

decision tree, as a first estimate of the degree of image noise affecting the reliability
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of further shape descriptors.

According to Zhang and Lu [59], a viable alternative to shape descriptors in

the spatial domain is the generic Fourier descriptor (GFD), claimed to be robust

to noise, simple to compute, compact, and capable of high retrieval performance.

Unfortunately, the GFD has no intuitive meaning and its use typically requires

training examples. As a future development of the present study, the combination

of the GFD, which is non intuitive, but robust to noise, with intuitive, but sensitive

to noise shape attributes in the spatial domain will be investigated to develop a

novel generation of hybrid-inference OBIA systems, capable of taking advantage of

the unique features of each family of geometric descriptors in the spatial or frequency

domain and overcome their shortcomings [66].

As future work, the proposed attribute set can be used for the implementation

of a knowledge-based object recognition system for analysis of urban area satellite

images. To begin with, we can segment satellite images using the Satellite Image

Automatic Mapper (SIAM) proposed by Baraldi et al. [65–67]. SIAM associates to

each image pixel a preliminary category label (PCL). A segmentation is then ob-

tained by forming a segment from each connected component with the same PCL.

The PCLs correspond to semiconcepts [66], which carry some amount of seman-

tic meaning, though incomplete. For example, we might say the vegetation class

corresponds to a semiconcept, while the deciduous forest class corresponds to a con-

cept, since it carries more specific meaning. The meaning provided by semiconcepts,

however, can be very useful during the analysis of segments in a knowledge-based

system, as we exemplify later below. Another potential benefit of the PCLs is that
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they allow for a better management of computational resources during image anal-

ysis. For example, if we wanted to focus on analyzing urban areas, we could avoid

computing complex high-level features from large areas of vegetation or bodies of

water.

The attributes proposed in this chapter may be used as a starting point to

develop a fuzzy rule set for detection of buildings, similar to the one proposed by

Shackelford and Davis [54]. However, here we are able to provide intuitive detection

rules by using attributes, facilitating the incorporation of prior world knowledge.

For example, a rule to compute the membership of segment s in class Rectangular

building could look like the following.

IF PCL(s) compatible with building AND s has high Approximate Rectangu-

larity AND s has appropriate Area THEN

s membership in Rectangular building is high.

Above, PCL(s) denotes the preliminary category label of segment s, provided by

SIAM, as summarized previously.

It is also important to give special attention to relationships between neigh-

boring segments when developing a rule set. Of particular importance for building

detection is the fact that a shadow in an urban area is very indicative of a neighboring

building. Additionally, two neighboring segments that are somewhat building-like

may reinforce each other, or be joined for further analysis. Similar to Shackelford

and Davis’s implementation (but using attributes), a rule that uses the presence of

shadows to indicate the presence of a building could look like the following.
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IF r membership in Shadow is high AND s is a neighbor of r THEN

s membership in Building is high.

Above, r and s are two distinct segments. In order to detect that some segment r is a

potential shadow, again, a series of rules would be used. For example, we could define

rules describing the fact that shadows of buildings usually appear as thin rectangles

or L-shapes. Attributes such as the segment’s approximate rectangularity, area, the

straightness of its boundary, and its PCL would help narrow narrow down segments

that are potentially shadows of buildings.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

This thesis presented work on object classification, following a traditional ap-

proach of image segmentation followed by segment-based analysis. This framework

allows for computing shape-based attributes, which was one focus of the thesis. The

contributions presented were targeted at two real-world applications: identification

of tree species from leaf photos and categorization of objects in satellite imagery

of urban areas. In common, both the applications make use of object shape as a

distinctive feature and are bound by time constraints.

Leafsnap was the first mobile system to employ automatic recognition of tree

species. A series of practical challenges were faced during its development, in order

to achieve a useful real-world functioning system. Leafsnap’s mobile apps require

a user-friendly interface, which prompted the development of a classifier to detect

whether a leaf photo was correctly taken by the user: so that the leaves may be

accurately segmented, users are required to take photos of a single leaf against a

plain light-colored background. For leaf classification, the segmentation and shape

recognition methods were developed with the constraint that users receive final

results in a matter of seconds.

The large amount of data collected by Leafsnap users could be of great value.
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Leafsnap has received much public interest, counting with over 1.5 million app down-

loads. In the US, users uploaded 1.7 million valid images, 1.3 million of which are

GPS-tagged. This large collection of images shows potential for tracking tree species

across geographic location and time. Additionally, interaction with the dataset has

the potential to aid in the discovery of new tree species by allowing better tar-

geted field studies. An ongoing challenge is to label these uploaded images with

their corresponding tree species. Over 100 thousand of the GPS-tagged images

have user-supplied labels. This represents a small fraction relative to the 1.3 mil-

lion GPS-tagged images, though it should be sufficient for interesting analyzes. A

study by botanists from the Smithsonian Institution is currently underway to as-

sess the quality of user-provided labels. As future work, it would be interesting

to explore new ways of collecting and verifying the correctness of species labels,

whether via volunteer work of experts or crowd-sourcing. The data analysis could

be expanded later on with the collection of more user-submitted images. Leafsnap

has also been launched in the UK, and thus could be used to map that country’s

species. Additional users could be attracted with the launch of an Android app,

whose development is currently underway.

A study on segmentation of leaves in semi-controlled conditions was presented.

The datasets experimented with consisted of leaf photos taken against plain light-

colored backgrounds. These are the kinds of images used in practice in Leafsnap

for species identification. Popular segmentation algorithms were tested on the seg-

mentation task, and their weaknesses noted. Though the segmentation problem is

somewhat controlled, several practical challenges were observed, the main ones be-
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ing: presence of cast shadows and specularities, the variety of possible leaf shapes

and sizes, and the constraint on time. A custom-tailored algorithm was presented to

overcome these difficulties, returning results in one or two seconds and at the same

time showing state-of-the-art results. Nonetheless, there is still room for improved

accuracy. It is possible that better segmentation results could be obtained by mak-

ing use of additional image features, such as texture, color, and shape. Perhaps a

challenge in this direction is to maintain time efficiency while taking advantage of

additional features.

After image segmentation, segment-based features are usually extracted for

further analysis. We have presented a set of image-object attributes suitable for

knowledge-based systems. As such, the attributes are easily describable and intu-

itive. Attributes were selected based on their potential relevance to multiple problem

domains, and such that they could be computed efficiently. The presented set of

attributes improves on the previous literature in two respects. First, it is more

comprehensive than those presented in previous works, containing a larger num-

ber of attributes. Second, individual attributes collected from the literature are

improved upon via new formulations and computational methods. The benefits of

the proposed set were demonstrated on toy cases and on two real-world applica-

tions: discrimination of man-made objects in satellite images of urban areas, and

identification of tree species from images of leaves.

A line of future work is to develop rule-based recognition systems on top of the

proposed set of attributes. In the case of discrimination of man-made objects from

satellite images, Shackelford and Davis presented a framework to achieve this [54].
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However, here we are able to provide intuitive detection rules by using attributes,

facilitating the incorporation of prior world knowledge. An implemented rule-based

recognition system would allow for an objective evaluation of the attribute set in

terms of classification accuracy.

In general, the use of attributes in computer vision systems lessens the de-

pendence on training examples. Attributes have been used for image search via

keywords, as well as object recognition via textual descriptions [74–77]. The use of

attributes also affords modularity: attributes can be shared across different cate-

gories, and new object categories can be learned from very few examples, or even

solely from textual descriptions. Along this line, the use of attributes also allows

data from varying sources to be more easily combined, by decoupling prior domain

knowledge from specific low-level features or parameters. In particular, knowledge

from domain experts can be easily integrated by, for example, defining rules based

on attribute values [71, 72]. A common limitation of attribute-based approaches is

that they usually do not provide a complete representation of objects, eventually

missing properties that are difficult to be described in words. This can be mitigated

in practice by combining the use of attributes with more traditional sets of features,

which in general would also require a set of training examples.
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